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CALENDAR FOR 1880-8_1. 
1880. 
Term ~~~m~!la~!_o_n_s,~ ____ ---~:: -~T-:-~_ ~~-_N_o-.Y..ember-3-to-to.,..._.--
A..dd1·ess before the· Literai:y Societies, - J Monday, 7 :30 P. M.1 1 November 8. 
- - -- - - -- --
( 
.. Commencement Exerc~ses, 
f TueSciay;?'":so P: :M~: ---- November 0. 
j Wednesday 2:00P. ll . 
( . November 10. 
Winter Vacation . 
... ' From November 11, 1880, to March l,-l.881. 
Term opens 
En~rance E:xaminations, -
Re~itations begin 
Term Examinations, 
Junior Exhi-bition, 
. 
Summer -Recess begins 
1881. 
Tuesday, March 1. 
j Tuesday., March 1. 
- 1 Wednesday ,.March 2. 
' . -
Thursday, March 3. 
June 23, to June 29. 
j Wednesday 7 :80-P. M., 
l June 29. -- -- -- - ---- -· --
Thursday, ~une so. 
-;----tS~n-d .,reru1 -begins -~-~ - - - - - --- -Tuesday, July.19. 
-. 
·· Entrance Examinations, 
Recitations begin 
- Term Examinations, 
~Address before the Literary Societies, . . 
Address before the Trustees, 
,commencement Ex:ercises, 
{
Tuesday, July 19 .. 
Wednesday, July 20. 
Wednesday, J ul7 20. 
Nov. 2 to Nof·,. 9. 
jJMondayt.J:3() P.-.-x.,. · 
· · l ~ovember 1. 
J Tuesdar eveJltng; 
l N oveinber· s. 
j Wednesday, 
l November 9. 
~ Wintei- Vacation , 
From li ovember 10, 1881, to. Karoh 1, 1882 • 
....---~---~----.:::::-:-"<~ ..... ------- - ---------~-.~·-
.> ·-" 
1r-
BOARD, OF TRUSTEES. --- -
. ! 
-lion. II. G: LITTLE, Grinnell~ 1882. 
---HO.n-W.l_LLIAM ~IcCLINTOCK, West Union, - 1882. 
- ~ _,_ ---- -- .. ______ _ 
Hon. JOHN N. DIXON, Oskaloosa., - ---_---- ----=-- _.__=--1882;-- --____ .., ___ -- - - --- --- .... -- ---- ---- ------- -- -- ---
Hon. G. H. WRIGHT, Sioux City, 
- - ----~ - - .. --· 
1BE4 • 
- 1884. 
• 
Hon. C. W. TENNEX°',. Plymouth, 
OFFICERS OF THE BOARD. 
H. G. LITTLE, Grinnell, 
E. W, STANTON, Ames, -
W. M. GREELU, Ames, 
CHAIRMAN. 
Secretary. 
- Treasurm·. 
J. L GEDDES, Ames, Deputy 1'rerisurer and Stewartl. 
STANDING COMMITTEES. 
E:x:ecuti'lJe _and Finanee Committee-Trustees McCLINTOCK, 
WRIGHT and 'fENNEY. ~: 
Committee on Faculty and Oou1wes .of Stiidy-'rrustees TENNEY, 
DttoN, and LITTLE, and PresidF;ntWELOH. 
--- Committee.JJ.n Farm.. q,nd Fa'J.·m Buil~~'l!!J~-~rustees D1xoN, TEN-
-------------·--
NEY, and LITTLE. 
Committee rm Hortii'Ulture-Trustees DrxoN, WRIGHT, and 
MCCLINTOCK. 
Committee on Workshop-Trustees TENNEY, MCCLINTOCK, and 
DIXON. . --- ----~ 
' Committee on Fo'rfeited L.and .... "-Trustees 1VRIGHT and TENNEY. 
Building Oom11iittee-Trustees WRIGHT, DIXON~ and LITTLE. 
MEETINGS . 
.---
The annual meeting of the Boal'd of T.rustees is held on the sec-
ond Wednesday in November~; the other m~etings are held it1 thQ 
-lattei; part~oLNqxem.b.er...an,d_ln May-!_ ___ ~~------~,--------"' ~-
, . 
OFFICERS-OF INSTRUCTION. ----- ----
.A:. s. WE:riOH, LL. D., P'.REsmENT, 
Prof easor of Psychology and Soc:towgy. 
' 
GEN. J. L. GEDDES, M. Ph., VIOE PRESIDENT~ _____ _ 
-----Prl)/e88or-of-Milit.afiJTTrret1~fl;(J,--'E1f{ltfiierfiiij.-- -
W. H. WYNN, A. M., Pb, D., 
Professor of Enuli8h LiW'ature. 
C. E. BESSEY, M.Sc.: Ph.D., 
Prufe..-<:ftJ7' of Botany. 
A. T'HOMSON, Q. E., 
,g " """" Professor of Mechanical Enyineering, and Supertntendcnt of the Work3hop. 
F. E. L. BEAL, B. Sc .• 
Profe."IRcrr of Ol'Vil Engine.eri:ng,. and acting Professor of Zoology. 
T. E. PoFE, A. M., 
Professor of Chemistry. 
M. ST .A. LKER, B. Sc., V. 8., 
Profes..•wr of Veterinary Science. 
- --J.-kBU-DD,--M;-H-.-,-- -- ------- -,---- ---------
Professor of Horticulture. 
~ ! • 
J. K. M.AOOMBER, B. Sc., 
Professor: of Physics, a.na Ltbrarian. 
"'t:.~_ .. :;,_ .. 
,lJ-; .·:·~:.. E. W. ST.ANTON, B. Sc., ·· 
\.J.~ ~·t''i 
)!>rofe,.,,,t1.or of Mathematics, and Politicat :Economy. 
S. A. KNAPP, A. M., .. _ .. 
Prof esso1· of Practical and Experimental Agrfcultu~. 
D. s. F-.A.IROHILD, .M. D., 
ProfesBor of HiStow{Jy, Pdtlwlogy, arid TMrapeutics. . . . 
.. 
~---~- --- ·-~-- ----~ ---- -~--/..--=-__ . 
-.,, 
I ~wa,_ ~ri~ltural · Oo-ZJege. 
MRS. MARY B. WELCH, PRECEPTRESS, 
Lecturer 011 Dvmestic Economy. 
____________ MARTnA. SINCLAIR, ASSISTANT PRECEPTRESS, 
------ -ln..'l.t~t<>~ in En{J,Zisll, Frerwh7iYiaTiermO:n. - -
T. L. SMITH, B.Sc., 
. Foreman in the Works1wp, and Lecturer on A.rchitectm·e. -
C. F. MOUNT. C. E., 
Assistant in Civil Engineering. 
.14.:. __ _ 
HERBERT OSBORN, B. Sc., 
::·" -
Assistant in Zoology and Entomolooy. 
IDA Tw1TtJHELL, B.Sc.; .. 
Assistant in the C1lemical Laboratory. 
A. B. SHA w, B. Sc., 
Foreman and Imtructor in the Printing Office 
~~ ERMINA ATHEARN, . • 
Teacher of In..'itrumental and Vocai Mttsic. 
Mns. A. 'fHOMSON, · 
Housekeeper, and Assistant in Expertmentai Kitehe:n. 
fl. D. HARbOW' 
Proct,or. 
,,,. -
.. 
.. 
' 
······-···CAT 4LOG UE. ·-·· OF ..... : .. s.:r.u.a.EN-T-Sr" 
... - -· 
FOR. THE YEAR 1880. 
~------..--
REBID.ENT-GRADUATES. 
Faville, George C., B. Sc., 18'79, . Mitchellville, Mitchell. 
· llcConnon, William G., ~. M. E., 1879, . Monticello, J oues. 
Muncey, John N., B.Sc., 1878, . '" . Jesup, Buchanan . .,.. 
Harlow, Ellen W., B.Sc., 1876, . Ames, . Story. 
Osborp, Herbert, B. Sc., 1879, . Fairfax, . Lin11. . 
Tlirner, Fremont, B. M. E., 1879, . . Marshalltown, Marshall. 
W~ited, Willis,. B. M. E., 1879,. Eldora, . Hardin. 
Bailey, Merritte J., 
.Beach, Minnie B./ . 
Briggs, Dayton D., 
Boddy, Frank, . 
SENIORS. 
Shenandoah, Page . 
Albion, Marshall. 
Nevada, . Story. 
Io,wa Falls, . ·Hardin. 
~ -- - -Bom:dnran;·- ~ - Story~ --- ----
Griswold, Cass. · 
Martelle, . ... Jones. 
Ames, Story. 
Humboldt, Ifumboldt. 
/_ 
\ 
-- --:Brown;-0rson-S;;- ---
De Voss, Mary Jane, 
Hakes, Montague ·n., 
Hassett, Jam es, 
Iiarvey, Edwin D., 
Hardin,.D~vi4 s., . 
Hanford:rJuiia M., · 
Lane, Carrie C., 
Martin, Herman, 
McGrew, Charles H., 
McKim, J obn R..; 
Nicholson, .Robert M., 
Reed, George E., · . 
Steambpat Rock, ~!~t~~~~ I • "'•~ .r,._ , 
Charles City,. Floyd. 
,J -.')' I ~~,,;• ~_; 
'= Charles City, . Floyd. 
Altooi1a, Polk. 
. Sigourney, Keokuk. · 
Deloi~, .. Crawford. 
Earlville, . Delaware. 
Vinton, Benton. 
- ·-
-·· 
8 Iowa .Ag'l·icultio·al Oollege. 
Sayies, Alice I., 
'"Saylor. Jahn F.n 
.Simcoke, Jam es L., . 
Swift, Rodney B., . 
. .. - ~ ' 
Taylor, Charles D., . 
Manchester; .. l)elaware.1 
Saylorville; . ·Polk. 
. R.edfield, . . Dallas . 
Charles City, Floyd. 
Wes.t I ... iberty, Cedar. 
. .A.mes, . Story. W elc.h, William B., 
'Vhitney, 'Villiam B., . Indianola., . ·warren.-. TOTAL 21. 
JUNIORS. 
Andrews, Ettie M. B., Charles City, Floyd.---~--· 
.Armstrong, WiHian1 C., Albion, . Marshall 
.A.rm strong, Stough E. Polk City, Polk. 
Bell. Nellie M·:, . Clarence, . Cedar. 
Beresfortl, Alexander M., Vinton, Benton. ~ 
Budd, Ettn. M., . Ames, . Story. 
Burke, Thomas,. Sigourney, Keokuk. 
Crossmun, Marilla Jane, .L-\mes, . Story. 
Coe, Charle8 M., Clarence,. Cedar. 
Colby, Frank E., . Onawa,, . Monona. 
Dewell, J"ctine8 ::>., Clarence, Cedar. 
Dodge, Carlton A., Exira, . Audubon .. 
Fortner, Elbert C., Waverly, . Bremer. 
Furry, Frank E., . . A.Iden, . Hardin: 
},urry, ~1ark J., Ah.len \ . ·Hardin:· 
Hatch, Andrew A., Big Rock. Clinton. 
Hopkins, Robert .J., ::>wede Point, . Boone.· 
Isbell, Victoria E., . Calmar, -· . Winneshiek.. 
May, Alonzo C., . H.ichland, Keokuk. 
McGa.v~rn, .John ·s., . ~lissouri Valley, Harri.son.: 
McHenry, ""\Villiam H., . Des Moines, . Polk .. 
.. .,_ --~"'NicGrcw, James E.,- . · Hayesville; -- -.. -K:eo-kuk. 
McElroy, William 0., Ntnvtou, Jasper. 
Neat;-Della A., . .Ames, . Story. 
Pettett, Fannie J ., . . Rock Falls, . Cerro Gordo. 
--..... s:u.heffi..er, Thon1as W., . Ames, . StoFy.-ToTAL 2tz. 
Allen, 8i.1as L., 
Atkinson; William., · . 
Blaine, ,John A., . 
Catt, George W., 
C~nning, Charles J., 
SOPHOMORES. 
Charles City, 
Anamos~,. 
. Polk City, 
West Side, 
Brvant 
w t 
1'.,Joyd. 
. .Jones. 
:Po1k." 
' I 
. crawf9rd. 
ClintQI};;' .. -: 
... 
Coe, Mary H.., . •. Clarence, Cedar .. 
Cori son, Francis M., . Des. Moines, . Polk. · 
'· I 
Dodds, William V. A., Le Cla~re, . S.cot~.· 
Dudley, W1Hiam M.., . Ontario., · - . Story .. 
FarweU,J...una, Moiit1~llo~ . Jon~s .. , 
---- -Fntter,-.1\:hure-}tf., Clarence, .. Ceda:t-:.:. _ 
Frost., Fannie M., Harlan,. Bhell:ty.-.. - ---
Friedley, .John S., Mineral Ridge, .. _.1..B.no.u.ou..nu;e.__...--;:--...._~-
q Ga.Gel, Hen1·y J., Le Olaitt!1 :. ••. : Scott. 
Gregg,· E-va L., Cherokee, · ~ Cherokee .. 
r ''". . ~ 
Ha.1-ris, Arlsta, . Coon R~.t.pid~,. . Car~olh---
Ilainer, Hermine H., . New Buda, . ~·. .De~atnr .. 
He11i'y, Maggie, Charles City, )..: .... Floyd. 
Hi.cks, Maude, Mapleton, ;Monona .. 
Jordan, William G., ,. Ottumwa, '\f ;-liP.~llo .. 
Kings bt1ry, Wi-Hi~ O.:; A-mes,. S1:'..oty. 1- -· -
Lorbeer, Charles I., :Ht,unholdt, Hyipbol<,lL 
Mar8h, J·ames, .l!"'redrickslJurg, Chickas~tW-
McDan iel, Gerry S.. Vinton, .. , · . Beilton. · 
.._Meyers·, Charles K., Denison,' . ' . Crawford .. 
Me1i1·ill, Nellie B., Rockforrl, . . -Floycl 
McDonald, Etl wilt A., Mt. Pleasant, Heury: 
~Iulhtrky, Frank, . Butler Ceutrf:>, Butler. 
Pctrsdils, ·G-eorge '\V~, ... Burlington, 
-Patten, Jolin H., . New Libel'ty, 
:i.:-eterson, Oscar C., Paton, 
H.eeves, Kittie E., . 'w a,rerJ.y, 
Reeve, Emma A.> Geneva, 
S:\.ylor, Charles F ., . 8aylorvil1P, . 
Smith., Fercl. J ., , Davenport,· 
··1Sm1th, Sara1i---"E.~· - :~ . -Des- M«qfies.-·. 
Stockman~ David T., . Richland, 
Scott, William A'., · ·· ~oone, 
Summers; Williamson s:, . ·Rai1som, 
Wallace,Sylvanus H,, ·.~·~·'G1~i_rinell, 
Wheeler~ William W., _.c·'· Montic~1llo,. 
~ '"··' ,., ~ . 
Westro1>~\ Orville D., ':· Gqtnt, ... 
White, Wittiam TI., . Des Moines, . , 
Alexander, Enoch A:, 
Allen Adolphus M., 
. -.A1ulre·ws, A:llis-011 -G., 
F.RESRMEN. 
. Hamburg, . 
State Centre, 
• I 
Redfield, . 
Des Moines-
Scutt . . . 
Greeih .. .. 
Br~l-lle.r •... 
· F.i:a.nklin. . . .. 
P<?!~~ .. i ~ • 
.~cot!-DJx.L'..-___..._~­
. P0lk. ar . ,. 
Keoku~.,.: 
,Boone.,,· . .. \ 
.. J..1a,.Sa1Ie., {111.) 
l'o weslJ ittl~. 
. J Oll.l'S. '-"" 
Mont,gomery. 
Polk.-.TOTAL 42:.. 
Fremont . 
Ma·rsball .. 
.Dallas. 
10 Iowa Af11·ioultura.Z l'ollege. 
· · Ulaucha.rd, Clarence J., ].lonticello, • Jones. 
Brai'uard, Frank S., Boone. . Boone. 
, _ 
____ B3ker,_ J oh_n ~.,_ . Lyon8, Cllutou. __ _ 
Brackiu. Phe. A.l :Sigouriiey, . Keolcuk: --- -· - -------
~ ___ _parstow, Benjamin, Ames, -·,.. Stor~., 
Brady, Os.m\r W., Daveu1)~rt, . Scott. 
Bigley, 1Iar1nib~l A. L.;- - Langworthy, Joi.es. 
---Briggs;--J-GHt W. B., I .yona, . Clinton. 
Boynton, Fred. J4., . \Vest 8ide, . Crawfunt. 
b" 
-- -Btown., Him1luo, Jr., Isadora. )\' ortlJ. 
Brown. }la.ttiu \V" . Decorah,. . \Vinne8hie.k. 
Buteher;-noH-:vJ"r., · Bt-tt-te--~t~, Deer Lodge, (Mont.) 
Budd, Allen J., . A rues, . Story. 
Bullock, .Ellsworth, . Lost Nation, Clinton. 
Carter, Ernest V., . . Elkade1·, . Clayton. 
---- Carey, -LymiLn--0., \Vebster City,· Ilainilton. 
Carson. Mary L., . . }larseilles, La Salle. 
Clearwater, John E., . Webster City, llamilton. 
Cherrie, Martin B., Knoxville,. !la1·ion. 
Christman, J(;lnnie· L., . Ames, Story. 
Coe, Victor G ., Clarence, . Cedar 
Colver, James E.. Missouri Valley, Harrison. 
Croy. Grace., . Ontario, Story. 
Curtis., George \V., Monticello, Jones. 
Da.vis, Ella, Ontario, Story. 
Davis. George R., Ames, Story. 
Dennis, William A., . Holt. 'faylor. 
Donahoe, John J., !Iansou, PocahontnH. 
Doxsee, Clarence M., Bowen's• Prairie, .Tones. 
- --Estes,--L"Otti~-- - . Ashawa, _ Polk. 
Elder, Mary E., . Upper Grove, Hancock. 
Embody, lTri, Ames, Story. 
Embody. Edith, Ames, Story. 
Embody, Elthea., Ames, Story. \ 
Fox, Q-eorge A., Clarence, -Oedar . 
. Grace.·George E.;. . Dixon, ·. ~cott;. 
Gue, Gurney C., . -: . Des Moines, Polk. 
Hatch, Melvin A., Dennison, Crawford. 
Henry. Juli_a A., . . Stillwater, Floyd. 
Hinman, Alfred, Mltier~l Ridge, Boone. 
Howland, Benton M.. . Villisca-. Montgomery. 
lloward, Clara B., . East Des Moines, Polk. 
"Holma1i, M.1.lton. P., Sn.rgent~s Blufrs1 "\V o&dot~ty/· 
,4 . 
Iowa 4-gricultural 1(}ollege. 11 
' . 
Horning, Jennie L., . Des Moines, 
Hunter, Rollin .M., Ames, 
Hutchins, Mamie, . . Des Moines, 
Jackson, CfLtrie, . . . Sigourney, -.. 
J eft,rey, Lillian, 'V ashington, 
----.Johnston, John G., Ames. _. 
Judd, O~car P., . Camanche, 
Ka.ynor, Mary M., . · Ames, 
napp, Minnie, . Ames, 
Knapp,·Herman, Ames, 
Kemper, Arthur L., . Grinnell, 
Kegley, Charles H., . Ames., 
Koehler. Henry, . Daveriport, 
Kimball, Charles E.,. . . Anamosa, 
La_mbert; Fr.ank L., Charles City. 
Langfitt, Horace J., Jllg Hock, 
Latllero w, George \V .• . . Ames, 
Lipes, Josephus C., . Kellarton, ,. 
Hamhall, ,Jennie, _ Ames. 
McCartney, Scott A., Aines, 
McCarthy, Maria, Ames, 
McNeill, Kate, Garden Grove, 
HcHenry, Walter S., . Des Molnes,-
McLeod, Charles S., . Clarence, 
McKnight, Charles,, '\Vinterset, . · · 
Hiller, Anthony M., • Des Moines, 
Mingus, George W .• , . Glidden, . 
HcClintock, lViUiam H., 'Ve~t Union, 
HcDonald, M:ary W., . . Mt. Pleasant, 
Moore, Isaac G., . Rockwell,. 
Newbold, George G., Mt. Pleasant, 
Parsons, Arthur H.,. . Big RP,.k. 
Parrott., Eva M., Manchester, 
Pierson, Robert J., BurUngton; . 
Perkins, Albert M., . Ames, 
Radcliff. Benjamin, M~rcus, . 
Reeve, .Herman D., Geneva. 
Riggs, Morris J., . Horton, . 
Slater, Effie G., . . Ames, . 
Smart, Hari:y J ., . . Des Moin~s, . 
Swearingen, 4.lbett W., Manhattan, 
Stevenson, Edward B., . Brucevi1Ie, 
Switzer, Frank, Lewis, 
Sm·ith. David W., . Am~, <! 
Pollr. '· 
Story. 
Polk. 
- - - -- -
Keokuk. 
. Washington. 
strify: 
Cl Jn ton. 
Stor . 
Story. 
. Story. . 
Poweshiek. 
Story. 
Scott.-
Jones. 
. ; Floyd. 
Scott. 
Story. 
Rh1gg9ld. 
Story. 
Story. '· 
Story. . 
"Decatur.· 
Polk. 
Cedar. 
M-ad1son. 
Polk. 
Carroll. 
Fayette. 
Henry. 
Cerl"o Gorf!o. 
Henry. 
f'linton. 
Deleware. 
Des Moin~. 
Story. 
Che;rok,ee. .•, .... : .. ·. , . ·'t.:< ·~ • 
Franklin:· · · ~ 1 
Bremer. 
St'Qry. 
PolK.. 
Keok)lk. 
La Salle, (III.)' : 
cas·s. · · :· 
'v -, . 
·. 
Story. , ·:· -;-;:· 
12 Iowa .Ag1·icu,ltural Oollege. . . . 
Smith, Florence S.,_. Des Moines, .Polk. 
Stough, Forrest S., Algona, Kos~utb. 
·~ummel's, Mary M.,. . . Ransom, . . La Salle; (Ill.J 
--Tl'mma-s,-Bessie E:;. , G-olden Prairie, Delaware .. 
rrurner, Jacob D.,).~: . . Albion, . Marshall. 
Waite, Daniel M., . Hastings, Adams,.{Nel>.) 
West, Aggie, Am~, .. .Story. 
Wells, Myron E., . Cherokee, -Cherokee. 
----'\Vtltis;""rtreudure~,~~~~:a-~m~s, : I~lk~.~~----~~~~ 
Wilson, FaJinie R., Harper, . Keokuk. 
"\Vhite, Georgia; . Des .Moines, . Polk. 
~- -wright, -Emily H., -·Lumterr, · -- - ·Cedar. 
Youi1~, ~lapel A., · Alcleu, .~ Hardi,n. 
Young, Charles D., Alden, Hardin.-'.roT.AL 103. 
SUB-FRESHMEN. 
Ada.ms, J. L., 
Ba.llou, Orvillie, 
Bn.llqu, Homer S., 
Ballou, Frederick, 
Bell, }"'nd, 
Bellows, Albert E., 
Boot8, John H., 
Carpeilter, Joe F., '"' 
Clark, Charles J ., 
Capron, Ella, 
Cole, Frank B., 
Drake, Eli W., 
Donovan; Domnick, 
-- Do nova-ti~ Mtcl1ael'Il:;· . 
Eigtin1y. Fretl. 
Frary • .Anna P., . 
--~Finton, .John D., 
Forester, J.aines, . 
Gillmore, C>sca.t· J. 
Guntie1~aoir, Clrn,~·les T., 
Guyer, Clara.A., .-
Hamilton~ Artl1ur L. . 
Htlmphr~y, Melva L., 
Jones, William R., 
Kelso, Ha1·~y, . 
Klenze, ~He.ru;y G .• . - ,.· 
.. 
• 
Lafayette, 
Natiomtl, 
National 
National.-
. Dubuque, 
Grinnell, 
- .Anamosa, 
Beloit, · . 
Des Moines, 
Stat-A- Centre, 
Des Moines. 
Linn. 
. Clayton. 
Clayton. 
. Clayton .. 
Dubuq&E. 
. Poweshieh.. 
Jones. 
Lyon. 
Polk .. 
. Marshall. 
Polk~ 
8tuart, . Adair. 
Manson, Calhoun .. 
· · Mansorr.·- · - . · - - · Oa-H1oun. 
. Ogden. Boone. 
M.apleton. . Monona. 
Fort Douge, Wtbster. 
· Dubuque,· . Dubuque .. 
Charle~ Oit.y, Fl,oyd. 
Oglleh, · . · : Boone •. 
. Grand .Junction, Greene. 
Shellsburg, ·./Benton. 
. :N evacla, Stm;y. (. 
.cou11cil Bluffs, Pottawattamie. 
. Ames, Sto~Y-
D~t-venport, Scott. 
Iowa Agricultural, Gollf}Ja. 13 
' . 
Lanning, Joe D.. . Lafayette, Linn .. 
Lampson, Frank W ., . Hortou, Bremer. 
Laton, Henmhel ,V., . 8nyder,. DaUas. • 
Perry, Ned \V ., . Iudianola, ,.. '\\' arren. 
Pound, Willi.am, • Kearney, . Buffalot (Ne=.b""'"'.'.__. _ 
Beed, Irving S., · Charles City, . FI'oyd. 
Rose. George C., , I~af ayette, Linn. 
~-Ro=~~ge=rs..=---~E=m==m=a=·--=--___.__·-=A=t=n=es~,__..~ -.-J'oo<S~to~1~·Y~·--------~~~ 
Ruthven, Minnie B., . Emmetsburg, Palo Alto. 
Swart, Warren, Ft. Dodge, Webster. · 
Shaw~ Ll~yd, 'fipton, CPdar. \ 
Van Horn, George H., Ames, Story. 
V!ncen t. M.. Tabor, Mi Us. 
Ward, Elmer E., . Des Moines, . Polk. 
Water1nan, Charles C., Villisca, .. 1 Montgomery. 
Waynick, Belle .J., • Chariton, .. ----I-2-U<ms..------
Wise, Harry, Hamburg. . Fremont. 
;. 
Wood, Carrie M., . Ames, Slory.-TOTAL 45. 
VETERI~ARY SOHOpL. 
Faville, George C., 
Bt>nry, John .Jr., 
Thoma~ William A., 
Vincent, Ja1nes, 
-
SEN I OHS. 
Mitchell, . 
Stiltwater, 
Golden Prairie, 
Hastings, 
JUNIORS. 
Ames, 
. Mitchell. 
Mitchell. 
Delaware. 
Mills.-'f O'fAL 4. 
~ 
., Story. Crdmh1itt, E. P .• 
Fisher, Fra1ik M.~ 
Holyoke. Robert A., 
Seluader, George, 
Sehra<X,er, Gustave,. 
B ii i:ge-ss~- - --Ciinto1i.- -----~--
. Grinnell,· . 
Ames, 
Ames, · . 
.. 
. Poweshiek. 
Story. ' 
·stoi:y. -TOTAL 5. 
• 
SPECIAL STUDENTS. 
,. 
-~ .... 
Botcher, Emma F.; · 
Chase, Eva, 
Frc\ter, Jessi~ E., 
McKnight, MAry E., • 
Merrill, Ra~~ael R., 
Yates,: Anna M~, 
. Bute City, Deer· Lodge (Mon.) 
Redfield, . Dallas. ~ 
• Clarence., -- ·-:---,-Bedar. 
Winterset, . Madison. 
J esnp, Buc11anan, " 
Galen~, . .. :· JQ D~vi~~" OlLl76. __ _ 
I 
...,"if"'.., 
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Resid~nt--Graduates " . .. . . 
--~ ----~ - - ~ ·-- --- --- -··· -- -- -- -
· Seniors, 
,/"' ------~;Juniors, 
~,;Sophomores, 
Ftesbmen, 
Sub-Freshmen, 
Seniors, 
Juniors, 
Special Students, 
' . 
• 
_-..o:;p --- - -
UNDEJl,-J~RAD~TA'.fES.~---
-- - ------ ,}. -
•, . . 
VE'l'ERINARY SCHOOI"'. 
SPECIAL STUDENTS. 
. . - _. __ .. _ - -- 7. 
24. 
26. 
.f.3. 
103. 
45. 
4. 
5. 
(\. 
'rotal, 26i! • 
HISTORICAL. 
---=---1 ..... n J.8.58._the Legislature~of _low~assed~blish=an=---=­
Agricultural College for the pury_ose of.giving a higher education 
to the industrial classes. By th~ same act m~ans \vere P,rovided 
f-0r the selection of a farm, the location of college build~pgs,--and 
for experimentation in ag:i;iculture. ln 1859 a farm of six. Jui_ndred 
___ ~p.d fo~ty __ acr~s, situated in Story coun_ty, near Ames, was selec~ed 
and purchased for the ·use of the College. In 1862 a bill was pas~ed 
____ }:)y __ Q9n_gress ~Qi:iatJgg p~'QlicJan9_~ __ t9 the se_ver_al states for tha 
endowment of Colleges for the benefit --0f agricultu1~-and- the 
mechanic arts. Section 4 of this act requires: 
•'"fhat all moneys derived from the sale of the lands aforesaid by 
the states to which the lands are apportioned, and from the Sale of 
•· 
land-~crip hereinbefore provided for, shall be investe_d in stocks of 
· the United States, or of the states, or some other safe s~ocks, ~ield­
ing not less than five per cent um upon the par value of said stocks; 
and that the money so in vested shall constitute a perpetual fund, 
the, capital of which shall remain forever undiminished, (except so 
far as may be provide<l in section fifth of this act), and the interest 
of which shall be inviolably appropriated by each state, which may 
take and ·claim the benefit, of this act, to the endowment, SUI_>port 
and maintenance of at least one college, where the leading ,object 
shall be, without excluding other scientific and clas~icai: stud,ies 
and includi!1g_miUJary_ ta~tics, to teach such branches· of learning, . 
as are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts, insµch-manner 
as the legislatures of the Atates. may (U"escfibe, in 01·der to p~o_niote 
the liberal and practical education of th~ industrial classes il~ the 
several pursuits and professions of life." 
0 ~ 
The Ninth General Assembly accepted ~he grant upon, th~.· -.con-:_ 
ditions and under the restrictions contained hf ti1e1- act-,?()f:·ie_on .. _ '. 
gress, and required the Governor to appoint an agent to s~lect and 
locate the lands granted. 
The State law requir~s that the following branches shall be 
taught, (Section 1621 of the Code.) 
"The course of instruction and practice in said pollege s~all in-
cl nde the following branches. natural pJ1Hosopby, -chemistry 
tJ.6 Iowa An1·icultural College. 
l»otauy, horticul,ture, fruit-growing. forestry, animal and vege-
Uhle anatomy, geology, mineralogy, meteorology, entO'In-olo~y., -
:.zoology .. the veterinary art, plane mensuration, leveling·, _survey-
·.mg. book-keeping~ and 811Ch rnechanfo arts as are directly connected 
··with. agriculture; also, such other studies as the ~_ru~~~~~ ~~L-­
-_-- -trqmtime to time presed})e not incons!~tent with the purposes 
.Of tJiilJ ehap·ter.'' 
-------r1IeCtrLL=E=G~E--=-w=a_,,,s_,f~o"""'r"='"i:n""""«""1-tll'y openeaoTf1Tle-rmch r-MTtrch;-1860~-~-
- It will, consequently, at the close of the present term comvlet~ 
its tu1.elft11 yeH;r. 
~-t 
LOCATION. 
I 
"The College. occupies a pleasant ant! healthful location. one and a 
~mlf miles west of' the town \of Ames, on the Chicago and North .. 
__ -·~rn_. -Rail\\~Y,. --in- tl1e-- -eea-tra-1 -eattnt-y -of the state (Stor.YJ, 
· .:an.cl thirty miles 'north of the city of Des Moines. 'rhe railroad 
&cilities for reaching Ames from any pa.rt of the state are very 
pod. Regular conveyances for passengers an<l baggage run 
:between the station and the college three times eacli <la.v. 
' . . 
-BUILDiNGS AND G.ROUNl>S. 
----x.lle-MAIN CO-LLEGE BuI-LDrNG---i-s foU:r- -a-tortes --hlg1i-abov~-th~- · 
hasemei9, and is 158 feet long by 112Te~taeep throng~ ~h~ wlngs, . 
In the basement are the dining-room,. kitchen, laundry, printin.g 
office, and armory. On the first floor are the chapel, president's 
office, treasurer's office, and librarv. -The--second-..fiuor -contain-s -· . . . -· 
several recitation rooms and rooms for .students. T-he third-- -and 
fourth floors contain student rooms and the.zoological and geologic-
al muse um. About 200 persons can be accom·modated in this · 
building. All the rooms are heated by steam a1id lightedWitli gas. ----
Water is supplied in all the stories. 
THE BOARDING COTTAGE, erected during the year, is a brick 
building. 88 by 45 feet, with two stories affording rooms fol' thir-
ty students, and a basement in which are kitchen, store-rooms and .. . 
dining room. 'fhis building will be ready for use at the opening. 
of the next college year. 
The CHEMICAL AND PHYSIOAL HALL is a large, two-story brick 
lntilding, 70 by 44 feet, with a wing 61by88 feet. The first floor con-
tains the chemical labor"tories, the second, the physical laboratory, 
apparatus and lecture room, while two draugbting rooms occupy 
the attic. In the basement are the machine shop and a large teci-
tation room. This building is warmed by steam, and supplied. 
with water anti gas. 
_ __NoRTH. H·A 1.1.,__ .nuw in process_of erection.,. is a ...tw..o."!8torr-·. -brick. - -
building, 40 by 70 feet. On the first floor it will ·afford roorns for. 
the departments of Agriculture and Veterinary Science. On the 
second floor will be the Microscopical Laboratory, and the rooms·· . .. 
for the Botanical department. This building will be ready for use 
at the opt!ning of the next college year. 
The HORTIOULTURA.L BUILDING is a wooden structure contain-
ing on t-he first floor a lecture ronm, professor's room, and seed 
room. On the second floor is the Horticultural museum. 
'fhe cell~r-ll.as two large rooms, one for the storage of ~arden pro-
ducts, the other for the use of the nursery propagating depart-
ment. A grafting room and propagating house are attached, 
heated wit.b hot-water pipes. -- ·· -
~ 
.-·-
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- - -SOUTH H-ALL i-s-a t-wo .. story brick uuilding: provided with an~ple 
eellars. It is to be refitted for a Boarding Hall ai1d for the 
department of Domestiq Economy, and will be i-.eady for nse at 
the opening of the next college year. '- -
The FARM HousE is a plain, substantial, urick building, occu-
pied lJy the Professor'of .Agriculture: Three o1berdwelling-houses 
upon the college grounds are occni)ied by profe~sors' famiiies. 
; 
··--....ir-lre~~E~l!.~e-~-ER-¥-i-s--a- ~-(:)W -fmme--btul-cling,.. .j.us.L.-east.. ~o~f __ _ 
the farm 11ouse.- The farm barns are adjacent,-one of l·ick, for 
horses, and one large frame ba~n in tJrn ha.sement of which is a 
stable for one hundred bead of cattle. The feeding barn 52 by 56 
feet, and the piggery 36 by 96 · feet a.re models· or handiness. Both 
occupy sites east of the other farm buildings. 
Th~ WORK-SHOP, LAUNDRY and GAs-won.Ks are some distance 
back of the Main College Building. The ·work-shop is a two-story 
fran1e building, fitted up with machinery and tools for the prose-
cution of repairs ancl for instruction in mechanica,1 work. 
THE COLLEGE OHOUNDH. 
'.rhe College Fa.rn1 inclu<les 830 aere:;, and of this about seventy 
· actes are set apart foi· the College (;ronuds. Th~se occupy tlrn 
high Janel of the southwest pa.rt of the farm, and 111clude a large 
lawn, shrubbery plantations, yonng forPstry plantations, the tlowPr 
borders and garden, with the surronrnlings of the vrofessor's dwell-
ing houses. Excellent gravel <iriveH and walks have heen laid 
· <lown, leading to all parts of the gromuls, and to the various build-
ings. 
I .. 
- . 
) ORGANIZATION. 
The branches of learning, taught in the College are arranged 
under several courses of study, which are distinguished. a$_ G_ener-
-- ---al and T~chnical. Under the -ffrst, t.he Course in the Sciences·Re--
lated to the Industries, aims to give a liberal culture in thesmences 
and otiier branches of learning, which underlie the -!fl!eat-,-i-adus· 
tries of the conntry, without especially confining it to any par-
ticular 1rnrsuit or profession. The technical courses, while giving 
a. broad and liberal culture, aim to direct that culture so ·as to 
me8t the requirements of some- particular pursuit or profession. 
The technical courses, which lmve been tfu1ly established are the 
following: 
1. The Course in Agriculture, wbich involves foul" years of study 
and leads to the cltigrce of Bachelor of Scientific Agrict'Hture, 
(R. H. A.) 
2. The Course in Mechanical Engineering,of four years, and lead-
ing to the degree of Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering, (B. r· E.) 
a. The Caurse in r,ivil Enginee~ing, of four years. leading to the 
degree of Ba.cht'lor of Civil Engineering,. (B. C. E.) 
4. The r,om·sp, in VPterinary Scienc~, twu years in length, leading 
to the degree of Bachelor of ·veterinary Medicine, (B. V. M.) 
The technical courses are arranged under schools having special 
Faculties. · 
'rhe relation of the several courses to one another may be more 
f --- - ---- --- - -- -- - - - -
readily shown as follows: 
Gene1·al. 
'rhe Course in Sciences Related to the Industries. 
Technical.· 
I. THE SCHOOL OF ..AGRICULTURE. 
1. The Course in Agriculture . ... 
II. THE SCHOOL Oli' ENGINEERING. 
2. The Course ·in Meclianical Engineering· 
s. The Course in Civil Engineering. 
III· THE SCHOOL OF VET.ll."'RINARY SCIENCE. 
4. The~COUl'Se in Veterinary Science. 
;' 
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___ ·,,,_.rn._a.ddit~-Ol!egoing, th~in fines of technical _____ _ 
apd scientific study which include either a single promineht sci-_-
ence ·or several closely related ones,- which may bEr.purs~1ed e)telu-
slvely by sttidejitspropefly q µarm.ea:- ~hese, ho,vever, do n-ot lead 
- --; -to any:-degree,-hut- anj.stnde_nt completing -th~- studies of any sueh 
iine may .. recelve the College Certificate showing-his standings in such stuuies. . - -- o- - - - - - -- - - -
-.--·- __ ~lle~s-o~e-desigrr~H-ows-:---t-Bomes-t-fe--__._ 
-Economy. 2, Military Science. 3. Literatu~e-and-Language· 
-- --- · ·"4:-Ma.thenratics and Physics. . 5. Chemistry. 6. Biolog~ Phi-
.. losophy. ____ ~.::: _____ _ 
·' 
.......... 
.. 
\ . 
. , . , 
COU-RSE IN SCIENCES RELATED TO THE 
IN:OVSTRI-ES. -------
_ ~fh~_pJJI.Q9_~~ of tbis Course ts to give a-.c:;cientific training_ JR :the 
bra1iches which are related to the industries. and to furnish_a_lib~­
- eral ::i1id practical eclucation for young men and women in the 
----sev-er~l-pursu-i-ts-and--professiuns-of-J1re. ---------- --- ·---------- - -
-,.i'he COUl'Se COrlSi~ts Of the fPquired antecedent Stufile_s .in the 
;- -- -:F-r-esh-mafi-year-a-:-nd-t-Ite first term of the S-oplromore year, of the 
general branches pursued in th~ Sopbomoret Junior, and Senior 
years, and of the na.tural and physieal sciences whic}) predominate 
throughout. 
As th~s course is taken hy students of both sexes it is given a 
considerable degree of flexibility to meet the wants of each. This 
is accomplished l>y means of certain "additional studies," which 
have been carerully selected for their value to the student. In 
this way the course provides for the young wo~en of. tlu~ college 
opportunities for devoting more time to Domestic Economy and 
kindred subjects, while the young me11· are permitted t0 devote 
· more time to those applications of science which are of more 
immediate value tc' them. 
For the purpose of enabling students of the Junior and Senior 
classes in this course to attain a. high degree of proficiency in 
some branch of science, the Faculty permit a choice of certain 
studies aml the omission of others. The special studies now pro-
vided for in this way are Chemistry, Botany, Zoolo~. Mathe 
matics and Physics, and Veterinary Science. 
No permission will be given to specialize in literary studies; 
neither will a student who chooses special studi~s be permitted to 
take n.nv optional ones of the regular course ..... . -
Only those students who have shown profi.ciency in a certain . . 
study, maintaining a standing of at least 3.50, are allowed to 
specialize in it. 
GRADUATION AND THE DEGREE;, 
The graduate of this course is entitled .to ;the degree of Bachelor 
of SQience. 'rhecandidate for graduation must have secured a 
standing of at least three, (four being perfect,) in all the studies 
(not optional) of the subjoined list., and present a final thesis ·as 
ret1uired by college law. 
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Tn_ad.dition to....the. fo:cegoin.g..,...th~~1~..J.-i.Bes~of ~.eehnieal -· . 
a.nd scientific study which include either a single prominent scl- .. 
ence-·oi'- sev:eral closely related ones, w·ilich may be pursued exclu-
. sively by students properlf'Q.Uf;tlified. These, however, do not lead 
__ to_-·artY-:degrel~; but -any student coyipleting the studies of any such 
· iirre may.receive th~ Ool}ege Certifica~e showing hiS" standings in 
srrebstudtes~ ---- .· . - -------- -·-~- ---
. 'l'fi.es_e_ Unes_ot s.tu!ly are de.s~g_Qat~U_.!t~ follows: .. 1. Domestic 
Econom·y. z, · Military Science. 3. Literature ·-and-- Language! -. --- -
4. Mathematics and Physics. 5. Chemistry. 6. Biology. 7. :Phi-
losophy. · -·---·"-
COURSE IN SCIENCES RELATED TO THE . . ...... 
IND-UST RIES. 
__ -'~he purpose of this Course. is, to give a.sci.enij~fic tr~in-i-:ng_ iR the 
------:~----branclres-wniell are related to the industries. and to furnish a Jib .. 
eral and pJ.:act1cal education for young men and women in the 
· - several-pursuits and professions of life. 
, The cour~e consists of the rPquired antecedent studies in the 
- F-ref?Q-man--yearc-and--the- first term -of the-- Soph9m-ore· year; --uf-ttre-----
general branches pursued in the Sophomore, Junior, and Senior 
years, and of the natural anq physical sciences which predominate 
throughout. 
As t.hjs co1u:se.J.s.take-n--b~-s-t-ade-nts--of-,both--sexes it is -given a 
co11side1:able degree of flextbtlity to moot-the•wants of eacl1. This 
_ is accomplished by means of certain '"additional studies," which 
have been carefully selected for their value to the student. In 
this w:ty the course provides for the young women of tho college-a 
opportunities fo.r devoting more time to Domestic Economy and 
kindred subjects, while the young men are permitted to devote 
(more time to those applications of science which are of more 
immediat~ value tP them. 
For the purpose of enabling students of the Junior and Senior 
__ .. classes in this course to attain a. high deg1·ee of pr~ficiency in 
some branch of science, the Faculty permit n choice of certain 
studies antl the omission of others. The special studies now pro-
vided for in this way are Chemistry, Botany, Zoolo'\Y, Mathe 
matics and Phvsics, and Veteririary Science. 
No permission will IJe given to specialize in literary studies; 
neither will a stuuent who chooses special studi~s be permitted to 
take any optional ·ones of the regular course. 
Only those students who have shown proficiency in a certain 
study, maintaining a .s.tanding of at lea.st 3.50, are-~allo~v~d- -to-
specialize in it·. 
· - GRADUATION .A.ND T.HE DEGREE. 
The graduate of this course is entitled to the degree of Bachelor 
of Science. 'fhe.candidate for graduation must have secured a 
standing of at least three, (four being pe1·feq_t,) in all the studies 
(not aptional) of the subjoined list., and p.resent a final thesis as 
required by college law. 
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OOU:;_@SE OF STUDY. 
~~~ ....... ==--"="""--~-...... .............. ~""'"f':RESH-MAN YEAR 
Aclclitional Studies for 
young ~en. 
JY J) 
I 
Fl.RST TERl\f, • 
' ~ Additional 8tudies·for 
_ yom~ women. 
Advanced .Algebra-5, fourteen -'"cits. 
Geon1et,cy-11egun-:-:~~ f9ur wks. ___ !_ _ 
·-·~ --- ---- ~ ~99~1~e~ing_~ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ___ __ __ ___ _ 
- ... ___ _ Rh,eto.i'i~, or ______ --------- _ __ ___ _ ___ _ _____ _ 
J i:;. :r ... · Latin 01· __ German,-5. ..,._ ________ _ 
-: . -Ura wing-~: ~ 
. J ~;, - Compo,sitio:1-1. ... · . 
P1·actical .A?gt1cR1ltnre-2. 31 7 ~ Don1esbc Economy-2. _ 
Military Drill-L J, ~} 1- Domestic work in the fore-
noon. 
SECOND Tl~Rl\I. 
Georrietry-Z5. 3 ~ t) . 
Elem-e-nta-r-y B-eta-H-y-2.. f .,.. t'. 
De8criptiv~ Zoology-~. j , (, ~ · 
Peabody's ¥oral Scie1we-H 01· J 1 I Latin 01· Gm~m.an-;,. ·· · 
Drawing-1. 3 1 ' ·· 
Composition-1. !l , / '7 
J Pr~ctical Horticnlture-~. Domestic Ec01iomy·-2. 
Military Drill-1. J 7 -> Domestic work in f he fore·-
\ 
- llOOll. 
HOPHOMORE YEAR 
I • • FIH.S'l' 'l'ER:tl. 
I llotany-2. General Chemi.Stry-a. 
{ Laboratory prac-tice!!--2. 
'
, GeneralwZoology-2: I • 
. Physics; ?Mechanics of Solids, 
Liquids and Gase~-. 2. 
lane rrrigonometry-5,1~ine wks. PlaneTrigo1101net1·y-5,nine wks. 
and Snrveying-5,.n\ne wks. History-2, nine wks. 
".. Field prac.~ice-1 2:. · -- Don1estic· Economj--t. -
Mift ary n·rill-1. . . : Kitc·hen practice-2. . . 
" SECOND 'J)ERl\f. 
/Zoology and Entoinology-5~ .. 1 
, Lo\wratory practice-1. . 
\ Botany: Vegetable Anatomy-2. 
\ Laboratory practice-1. 
I 
. ' -.....C...---- ------
-
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. Additional St tidies for 
young men. Allditional Stndl..P~" for ___ _ · young wgm~n. 
Physics; Light n,nd SotinCl-3. ' 
General Chemistry-2.- -General Ohemistry-2. 
Laboratory :Pra~tice-·2. Laboratory p1·ac-
t I 
Stock breeding-1. An 'cal Geometry-5. 
- *Analytical Geometry-;,. ~ tioe-1 01· 
-~-M""'"1 ...... ·1...... it<.1.>ary Drill--1. _ _ ______ ·-- · ~ --
~ --- - ---------- ---- --- ------.J-YNI0-R--YEAR.----- - · --- - - -
~~~~~.,___~~~~~~_.,.._...~~~~~~-~~~-
-_p!-!tS'.r-V-O-!tl\'JL_ ~--:-:-::=- --=~---:----- ~:::____:_:__=-.-= --~--- -----
Eng] j s Ji Literature-5 . .:,.;. 
Botm1y; Vegetable· Anatollly (tnd 
------:-'>-:------=-- - -- ---- -- ~ ..- -.--· ----physiology-=--..:.--:ir;:.:~-- :~--..... ,.-p,- -~ ------ ----
.. 
. Laboratory practice-I. 
Physics; IIeat-3. 
t- Lalwrato-ry practice in Zool.og·y-1. 
Qu~ntitative Clwmistr~--2. Quantitative Oheniist1·y-2. 
*Oalculus-5. Laboratory practice,-2. 01· 
:Military Drill-1. Calculus-i'>. . . . 
•, I' EC 'ON J> TF:Rl\f. 
< 'omparative Anatomy-4. 
Political Ecouomy-!3 . 
Physic3 ;Ele~tricity, Magnetism Phy~ics; Electri<:ity, Magnet-
and Meteorology--2, nine wks. ism, and Meteorology-2 01· 
L·t!1d 1c.t!B G:trtlenin~--3, nine wks. Landscape Ga.rdf)ftinr1- ~l. 
Fadi1. Engh1ee1:ing7 -!3, nine \vks. nine wks. ·· \ __ 
Organic Chemistry-2. Don1estic Economy-1. 
Lahor~ltory practi.ce-!1. Kitchen practice-1. 
l\filitn.rv Drill-I. Domestic Chemistrv- 1. . ~ 
... 
Prench-5. 
'l'wo Dis~ertations. 
HRXIOR YEAR . 
FIRST 'l·F.nM • 
.. : "'' 
.. H~olpgy and Mineralogy-l>. 
Psy~bology-!>. . 
Agrict\it.ural ChQn1istry-2.. French-3. 
Anatomy ql Domestic 4nima1's-;>. 
Ci"!nics and Dissections- 2. 
~filitary Drill-1. 
.. '.rwo Dissertations. 
- J, 7 I 
J 11, '( 
-*Optional to students who have a.n_average standing of 3.70 in stmlie!=! of the 
first term of the Sophomore year. . 
·. 
---= 
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SECOND TERl'tl. 
Science of Language-5. 
- · - - -e1assH:lcatio1rof Mm Sciences, 
and Sociology-5. 
Veterinary l{edicine-2. French-5. 
Clinics and Dissections-2. 
Le.ct1u:es on Foods-:1...___. ___________________________ _ 
_ M!_l_i~ary D1:ill-1. 
--Pi·eparation of Thesis. 
'the omissions and substitutions allowed to those who wish to 
specialize in certain sciences are as follows;-
The special student in CHEMIS::rRY may omit, 
- Jti:Nio:R Y-.EAR Firs--rTenn:--.::..11qtiiriy- or Physics. 
Second-Term-Comparative .Anatomy, or Phys 
ics. or I ... andscape Engineering .. 
SElllJ:OR Y~AR-Ffrst ·Term -Geology or Veterinary Science. 
Second Term-Veterinary Science or Science of 
Language. 
!'he special student in BOTANY may omit. 
JUNIOR YEAR-First Term -Physics. 
'Second Term-Physic~. 
8-ENIOH. YEAR-First Tm·m -Geology or VAterinary :-5cience. 
· Second Term-Veterinary Science or Sci~nce of 
Language. 
fhe special student in ZOOLOGY may omit, 
JUNIOR YEAR-First Te'rm -Chemistry or Physics. 
Second Tm·m-Chemistry, or Physics and 
French. 
SENIOR YEAR-First Te1'1n -Geology, or Veterinary Science 
and French, 
Second Term-Veterinary Science and French . 
.rhe special student in MA'nHEMATICs and PHYSICS may omit, 
SoPH. YEAR -Second Tenn-Botany or Zoology. 
JUNIOR YEAR-First Tenn -Botany .. 
Secontl Term-Comparative Anatomy or Land-
scape Engineering. 
SENIOR YEAR-First Tm·1n --Geology, or Veterinar~ Science, 
or Agricu1tural Chemist~y. 
Second Tenn-Veterinary Science, or Science of 
Language. . 
The special student in VETERINARY SCIENCE may omit, 
SENIOlt YEAR-Fi1·st Ter1n -Geology. 
Second Term-Science of J ... anguage. 
- , ... , 
. 
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE . 
.. .I. • ... 
SPECIAL FACULTY. 
'rHE PHESIDENT·, 
S;"-.A:. ·i{N-~-pp~ -.A. M.,--DFA"T,-- --------~ ---
P1·acticai and E.:rzre'ri1il"J?Jntftl-:tt.mit:ullm·e. · 
,... ---
. J: L: BUDD, M. ·H .• 
Horticulture, 
:\I. ST~1:-~~' B~ Sc.,_ -yr, S., 
Vereririary Sci(mce. 
-T. 'E: POPE, A. ~r.. 
OJi:emistry. r 
J. K. M ACOlIBER, H. Sc., 
____ ___ ______ _ Phy.~iC8, .. . 
..... 
C. E. BESSEY, l\11. Re., Ph. D., 
Botan11. 
F. E. L. BE.\ L, B. 8~ ... 
2 O() lri[J II 
HEnBEUT ·osnonN, B.~c .. , 
Ent1JmfJloiJy, 
COURSE IN AGRIGULTURE . 
.• 
:--
1 
'!'he design of the eourS"e in Agriculture is to furnish a broad 
and. thoroughly practical education. giving it such directton as will 
be especia.11y .applicable to Uie life and duties. of the farmer. The 
course .has bee!! framed to combine-that knpwledge and skill which 
will 'best prepare the pupil for the highest demands of agricult1n.~l 
industry, and to meet the requirements of an edu-ca'ted citizen-
sh~p: · - ~~ :-- -----.--
'!'his course req wires the antecedent studies necessary for a.dmis-
sion to the regular Freshman class, and includes most of the 
general branches tangut in the college, with such tecnnicu.l studies 
-·- -~-r.~he-bas-is-e-f-suceess--i~A.gricultur~: - -- - -
1 >., '.~\ I ' ~' ,. ,2' i 6 0 o "\. ' 4 'I' .. 
. . , , .,.;,~i:',, ..... ,' :.: ~~,-·-. • . . GRADUATION. . . ··" .-::'J!?1:r ;:._"!: .'.~ 
The graduate of .this course is -entitled ti:> ~he degree of Bac'belor 
of Sci.e11tific Agriculture. . · 
-'f.he c~indidate for graduation in this course must meet colleg_e, 
requirements in standing. in all the studies pursued; and:pteseiit,a. · 
, .finaF thes'is, in accordance with law, up01r some speciaJ!topic ih. : . 
-- A"ricn:ifure. .. ~ - .. 
. , •' 
.. ~ ;:.I"' 
... 
·-~-.~. -------- --
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' 
, FIRST TERM. 
Practical Agriculture-2. · 
~arm ,and Garden work 12 hrs. each w ek. · 
.Advanced Algebra-5, foui-teen weeks. 
-· - ~ -:.aeotnetry-begtln::..-5. t'our weeks. ------1-------~---
-r- · Uook-keepiug~3. 
---.-R,,,..lret01 ic=-8, 9er1ntl;fl; 5, 01•-flafln~==+-S;;....---------
-- ··nrawing-=2.-·--· . --
Comp~sition-t. 
· Military Drill-1. 
·---___. __ -·------ -- .SECOYD~ T-.EJUl. 
Practical Horticulture-2. . · ·· 
Fa.rm and Gar.den work 12 hrs. each 
Elementary Botany-2. 
Descriptive Zoology-2. 
Gflonietry-5. 
'fhe Dairy-3. 
German-5. 01· Latin-5. 
Drawing-2. J 
Coniposition-1. 
. \ 
\ 
.\ 
week. 
Military Drill-I. 
SOPH01\10RE YEAR. 
FJR.'JT TERl\I. 
Botany-2. 
General Chemistry-2. 
Laboratory Practice-2. 
General Zoology-2. , 
Pla'ne TrigonometTy-5, nine weeks. 
Land 8urveying-5, nine weeks. 
Field Practice-2. 
\ 
\ 
Physics; Mechanics of Solids, Liquids, and Gases-2. 
Military Drill-. l. 
Stock-Breeding-3. 
SECOND TERl\t. 
Botany.;_ Vegetable Anatomy-2. 
Labo1'ator:v Practi-ce-1. ... . ,· .. 
. Ge~eral 'Chemistry-, 2. 
Laboratory Practjce-2. 
Ento'mology and Vertebrate Zoology--5 .. 
. J,aboratory :J?ractice-1. 
Phys.i~s ;}Light and Sound-:-3. 
_Militan .Dn.11-1&-
·- , 
I 
I 
\ 
\ 
\ 
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JUNIOR YEAR. 
FIRST TERM. 
- -Fal'm-Economy--3. 
Horticulture-1, eleyen weeks; -5, seven weeks. 
. Practic.e in Agriculture and Horticulture 6 hr~. each week. 
·-~· "Botaliy;··vegetable Anatomy and Physiology-4,; eleven weeks. 
- -·· --- -J::;a;ho-rato1·y·-p-ra-cti·ce-1. - - - -·- - -
·····---Physics; -He-at-3. 
· Engllsfi -Literature-u. 
SECOND TERM. :. 
How Crops Feed·and Grow-2. 
Practice in Agriculture 6 hrs. each week. 
Ror.ticulture-3. 
Landscape Gardening-3, nine weeks. 
Farm Engineering-3, nine weeks. 
Organic Chemistry-2. 
Political Economy-3. 
Commercial Law-2. 
'f wo "Dissertations. 
Militury~Drill--1. 
SENIOR YEAR. 
FJRS1' TER!t • 
.Agdcultural Chem istry-2. 
.. 9 
Laboratory Practice in Agriculture 4 hrs. each week. 
I 
Veterinary Science; Anatomy and Physiology-5. 
Clinlcs and Dissections-1. 
Geology and Mineralogv-5. 
Psycbology-5. 
Two Dissertations. 
Military Drill-1. 
SECOND TERM. 
Experimental Agricul ture-5. 
I'"'aborat01·y Practice 6 hrs. each week. 
Vetarinary Science; Diseases, 'freatment, 
Clinics and Dissections- I. 
Lectures on Foods-1 / 1 
.. ~~~}i~i;"~ri~~ S~'.ence ·and Sociology-5.
1 Prepa~·ation of Thesis. 
J 
I 
i 
I 
i 
I . 
I 
I I 
I 
Medicine-2 
.. · 
- - ---. ----. 
I 
\_. . -
---.-. ~HE- s_caoo-L 0-F- ENG.lNEERIN-G .. _ 
·- -.~- -·-:1-__._··-sJ?ECI.K~--F:A--e~-:EJ~~--:'="'L-"=--~z.==~, 
' . 
I 
A. ~HOMS9~~-=-S· _¥.,:PEAN, 
_JJec.h.cmwai JEngt?J..eerlng_. ~· __ 
~· :F~. I .... BEAL, B~.Be. 
E. 1';-. S·r ANTON, B. Sc., 
"" -M at1wmatics. 
LT. E. POPE, A. ~I., 
ChP-mistry. 
J. K. ~IAcol1nEn, B. s~ .. 
PhJJHjC.'f. 
C. F. Mfft:NT, C. E., 
. Ch1'fl E11oinee.ri1l.fJ. 
T. L. 8MITII, B. Sc., 
MechanCcs and ArchU.ecture. 
COURSE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. 
-
The object -0f this course is to impart the scientific l{nowleclge 
and practical skill~e.esse~Fial to success in m.echanical 
engineering. This necessarily implies a thorough master'Y.. of· the 
principles of mathematics and a. diligent sttldy of their application 
to the construction of macliiues. · In addition to the tech1iical 
. _instructiot'i given, it- aitns · to ·ftirnish the in~"tus· for obtaining· a. 
liberal a.nd pra.ctica.l educatiQn . 
. : .. T.J.re:_co-t:1.i·se of stndy .embraQes ~the ~requked.Hnlec~d·erHrstµdi:es 
. . .. i - ,.t ., " • . . .. .. , .. • • • .... .,... it~ - • .... .'' .... 
·of;tlhrffrst··yea1!··aiid:n '··half; ~ilso;·~i 'few· general' l;>r4pN ... e-s~;~!~;·~.~µ;~· · 
Junior ~ndlSeniOr, years and the-entire technical cqprs~.of. .. s~q(iy 
· nd prantiee riecessary to the n1;;tSter w'o1•Itman. In oi:der to _llleet 
•, 
t want$ of those students in this cour:;e who may wish to devote 
the· selves· to .the stucJ.y of 4.rchitecture the Faculty p·ermit the-
omis' ··on: of· ·c~rtain ~tudies arid the selection of others, in~ the. 
,Junior nd Senior years, 
.. 
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GRADUATION. 
---'~he--g.radt:t-a-te--0-f th·ia eeu-f-Se -is- e-1tt-i=Mett:-itrthe-degree of Bachelor 
of Mechanical Engineering. To graduate requires a standing of 
n.t least three (four being perfect) in all the stud-res of the follow-
-ii1g °list, a1'1ll the presentation of a final thesis in Mechanical En-
gineer111g. -=--- --- ---------------,..--
COURSE OF STUDY_ 
- lt"'-RESHMAN YEAR. 
FIRST TERM. 
Practical Mechanics- 2. 
Shop Practice- a . 
.Au vanced Algebra- =>. t'ourteeu lYeek.s_._ 
Geometry_ b~gun- 5, four weeks. 
Book-keeping- 3. 
Rhet01·fo- :~, Latin or G-ennan-- j, 
Drawing- 2. 
Composition- I. 
Military Drill- 1. 
Practical :i\llee.lmnics- 2. 
~hop Practice- a. 
Geometry- ;;. 
Elementary Botan~r- 2. 
Descriptive Zoology- :2. 
Sll:l'OND TF.:Rl\t. 
Peabody's Moral Sclence-3, Latin 01· Gm·man-5. 
Draiwing- 2. 
Compositio1i-l. 
Milibu-y Drill-1. 
80PHO~IORE YEAR. 
FIRST TEliM. 
Plane Trigonometry-5. nine weeks. 
Land Surveying-5, nine wePks. 
Field practice-2 .. 
Physics; Mechanics of 8olids, Liquids and ·Gases-2. 
General Chemistry 3. · 
J.1aboratory PmetfCe-2. 
Botany-2. 
General Zoology- ·2. 
Military Drill--1. 
'1 
r 
.. 
. .,: ... ' .. . . 
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SECOND TERM. 
Analytical Geomutr·y=~..>t". --------.!.-=--~-------­
Descriptive Geometry-2. 
Laboratory practice-2. 
- Spheri-cal---T-ri-go-nem-etr.y--1--.--
/ Physics; Light and S@nd--3. 
General Chemisti·y-2. -
Laboratory practice-2. 
s-_ ~lita:ry :Yrill:-:-1~ .. 
JUNIOR YEAR. 
<;t ··-
FIRST TERM. 
-P~nciP-le.~. of _l\Iegq._anism-5, nine weeks. 
Analytical Mechanics-5, nine weeks. 
Shop practice-2. 
Stereotomy, Shades, Shadows, and Ferspective-2. 
Model Drawing~2. 
Differential and Integral Calculus-_ 5.-
Physics; Heat-3. 
Military Drill-1. 
SECOND TERM. 
Theoretimtl and Applied Mechanics-5. 
Shop practice-3. 
Physics; Electricity, Mag·:netism, and Meteorology-2. 
Political Economy-3. 
French-5. 
Military Drill-1. 
Two Dissertations 
SENIOR YEAR. 
FIRST TERM. 
Principles of Mechanism-5. 
Shop practice-3. 
Theory of Motors-5, nine weeks. 
Mechanical Dra wing-2 . 
Fi·ench-5. 
Psychology--5. 
Geology and Mineralogy-5. 
Military Drill-!. 
Two Dissertations. 
. . SECOND TERM. 
Prime i£overs-5. 
Shop practice.-
Mechanical Designing-2. 
-~. -~ti 
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Philosophy of Science and Sociology-5. 
French · 50 
;.; Military Drill-I. 
Preparation o'f...T.hesisT 
COURSE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING> -· . . - . .. 
It is the -object of this course to educate and thoi:~~ain 
the ·student. fat th.e....w.ow~Civil Engineer. It furnishes a 
:__t-heJ:oogh and practical course of instruction in the ·application of 
the mathematical and physical scienc~s to the profession of· Civil 
Engineering. It is necessarily bas~_d_~O!!_~_~stematic driU jn_. 
--·pure m-a.lihen.iatics atid-lncl:ncfes-in -common with. the otbei:· -courses 
the studies necessary to a. liberal education. 
'£he course of study mnbraces the antecedent studies of the first 
three terms and a limited number of general branches in t110 last 
two years. It compl'ises. a, full course of technical study arid 
practice preµara.tory to Civil Engineering. 
GRADUATION. 
The graduate of this course is entitled to the deg·ree of Bachelor· 
of Civil Engineering. 
A standing of at least three (four being perfect) in.all the studies 
of tile course, and a final thesis in Civil Engineering are the con-
ditions of graduaticm. .. .• 
'bOURSE OF STUDY. 
FRESHMAN YEAR. 
FIRST TEB.M-. 
Practical Mechanics-2. 
Shop practice-a. 
Advanced Algebra-:i, fourt.een\ weeks. 
Geometry begun-5, four weeks. 
Book-keeping-3. 
Rheto1·io-3, 01· 
Ge1·man 01· Latin-5. 
. .. Drawing-2. -..... - - --_ ....... - - --·--:-. 
Co~ position--1. 
·M:lli'tary Drill--1 ... 
' . 
Practical Mechanics. -..:.2. 
Shop Practice--3. 
Geom·etry-5. 
Elementary Botany-2. 
SECOND· URM·. 
.."·~· .. ·-· - , 
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Descriptive Zoology-2. 
---Peabody's Mo1·aZ Science--3, or 
La tin or German--5. 
Drawing--2. 
· Coinposition--1 . 
.M'ilitaryimll== 1. 
• 
SOPHOMORE YEAR. 
FIRST TEIDI. 
·Plane '£rigonometry--5, nine weeks. 
· Lancl Surveying-5, nine weeks. . 
I I•\ 
, - Field practice-. 2. : _ 
Physics; Mechanics of Solids, Liquids, anu Gnses--2. 
General Chemistry--3. 
Laboratory practice-. 2. 
Botany--2. 
General Zoology--:2. 
~l i l i tary Dril 1--.1. 
SECOXD TF:R:\l. 
Analyt~cal Geoinetry--5. 
Descriptive Geometry-2. 
L.abora.tory practice-~. 
Spbei:ical Trigonometry-I. 
Physics: Light and Sound-8. 
General Chemistry-2. 
Laboratory practice--2. 
Military Dri!l-1. 
• 
JUNIOR YEAR. 
1"I RST 'l'ERl\J. 
Hailroatl Surveying-5, \line weeks. 
Field practice-2. 
Draughting--8. 
Analytical l\1:echnnics--5. nine weeki:;. 
Stereotomy. Shatles, Shadows~ ancJ Perspective--~ . 
./' Mode.l Drawing-!l. . · 
Differet-1tia.l and Integral Calcnlns-5. 
Physics; Heat-3. 
Military Drill-;-1. 
SECOND ·TEU·M. 
Field practice a.nll office wttrk--3. 
Theoret1cn.l and Applied Mechanic8--5. -
l?h-ysics;.Electricit~ .Magnetism. and l\1:etoorology--2-.. 
~ -----
-P-.-Glitical}!conomr-a ••. 
French--.--0. 
MHitary Drill--!. 
Two l,lissertatio.ns. 
SE~IOR_ 'X~4lt 
FIRST TE~I. 
Roof and Bridg~ Structures-5.. 
Designing-3. 
Geology_ ~nd •Mi!lel'alogy--5. 
Psychology-5. 
French-a. 
Military Drill-1. 
Two Dissertations. 
SECOND TERU. 
Hoof and Bridge Structures-5. 
Designing--5 . 
. Astronomy--2. 
French--5. 
Docks and Retaininl!; Walh:~--5, t~n weeks. 
Sanitary Eng., Sewerage and Ventilation-Gl eight·weeks. 
Military Drill-I. · 
Preparation .of Thesis. 
THE SC-HOOL OF VETERINARY .S'ClE~C~. 
' . . . . ~ ..... 
SPECIAL FACl]"LTY. 
·' 
THE FRE3IDENT. 
-
.M. STALKER, B.Sc., v. s.,DEAN, 
Anatom.11 and Surgery. 
D. s. FAIRCHILD, M. D., 
~ . 
Histology, Pat~o!ouy, and Therapeutics. · · 
v e:er{n:iry M ed·tcine: 
C. E. BFSSEY, M.Sc., Fh. D., 
M cdlcal Botany. 
s .. 
F: E.T ... :BEAL, B.Sc., . . ' 
·zoo1oyy ana· ·comparaNve Anatomy. 
T. E. POPE, A. l\tl' ... 
Chrmistry and Toxic111J1gy. 
. ··1 .. 
- ·)> • 
••A • 
THE COURSE IN VETERINARY SCIENCE. 
The purpose of this course is to furnish a thorough, pracUcal 
and theoretical training in the veterinary specialty of 1'fedicine 
and Surgery. It aims. furthermore, to prepare young men for the 
practical work of the veterinary profession. 
The course of study includes two years, an<l embraces a portion 
of the studies of the Course in the Sciences related to the Indus-
tries. together with the lectures on the technical and special topics 
of the course, a.nd µractice in the .Microscopical and Anatomical 
laboratories, and the Veterinary 'Hospital. 
GRADUATION. 
The graduate of this course is entitled to the degree of Bachelor 
of Veterinary Medicine. The ca.ndidate for graduation must pass his 
er.aminations with the standings required in the other college 
co-urses, and present a final thesis in Veterinary Science. 
i 
"·· 
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COURSE OF STUDY_ 
FIRST, OR JUNIOR YEAR. 
Gener-al Chemistry .-3. 
Laboratory pvactice-2. 
----Gel)-eral Zoology-2: 
______ 1.Jaboratory p-r-actice-1. 
FIRST TEUM. 
Anatomy of Domestic Animals-::>. 
Dissections and Clinics-2. 
Materia Medica-2. 
. . SECOND TERM. 
Elementary Botany-2. 
Con1parativ.e Anatomy-4. 
Anatomy of Do.m~stic Animals-3. 
General Uhemistry-2. · 
~ Lahorato-ry p-ractice.....-2. 
Materia MPdica-2. 
Veterinary Med1cine-2. 
Dissections and Clinics-2. 
... 
SECOND OR 8ENlOR YEAR. 
1'Iedicine ancl Surgery-3. 
Medical Botany-2. 
rrherapentics_.:_2. 
FlRS'l' TERl\'I. 
Organic Chemistry anil Toxicology-2. 
Lauoratory practic2 --1. 
Hii:;tology a:1cl Physiology-;;. 
La.ho~atory practice-1. ., 
SECO~D TF.Rl1. 
· Medicine and Surgery-:J. 
~, Comvarative and General P.tthology-5. 
-Laboratory practice-1. 
Theraµeu tics-2. 
Veterinary Ob8t<-'trics-2. 
Pharn:uteeutical Chem.istry ~. 
Laboratory practice-I. 
Veterinary Sanitary Science and Police-~. 
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GE:N ERAL TIME-TABLE • 
FRESHMAN CLASS. 
FIRST TERM. ______ , ___________ - - --- - ----·-- -
·-· - ·- ---l -- - 4 -; ---
I 
I 
Latin,; 5. 
Herman, 5. 
j 
1 
I 1 P.M.-2 
· Book·keeping M. '\\". F. 
Algebra, 5. 
2-3 3-4 
-. -- -·---- -- ·- --- -:"'T""-----· - - ------
I 
! IU1etoric, M. w. F. 
Algebra, 5. Agriculture, TU. TII. 
Drawing, TU. TH. 
Drill. ,v. 
Book·keeping, M. w. F. Mechanics, TU. TH. Composition, F. 
. I 
------------~-- ----------- - __ J_ ------- --------
SECOND TERM .. 
--+------....-------·--------------- ----- ------- -
I 
Mora, Science, ru:.w~F. 
Da rying,'TT. T~.' 
l 
Botany, TU. TB. 
Zoology, M. w. 
Latin, 5. 
German,5. Geometry. 
Dra~·ing, M. F. 
I ])rill, W. 
Hoi:ticulture, Tu. TH 
Mechanics, cru. TB.· 
SOPHOJY.IORE YEAR. 
' l 
J 
- t-- - - -----------
7 I 8 9 
' f Trigonometry 
' and 
Surveying, 5. 
I 
-+-~~~--~___.___~ --
-------- ------------ --- ---- -
' 
Analytical Geom-
_etry, 5. 
I 
FIRST TERM. 
9 10 
Zoology, TC. TII. 
SECOND TERl\1. 
Zoology, 5. 
'\ 
• 
10 11 
----- --- --- -
Phy~ics, TU. TII. 
> 
Physirs, M. w. F. 
Botany, TC. TII. 
. . -- ------ --
11 12 
< ~hetnistry, :u. w. F. 
Botany, Tr. TH. 
' 
Chemisti·v. TU. TH. 
, 8tock-ufeecling,:rir.w.1r. 
: Descriptive Geom-
1 eti;y, l\I. W. F 
Spherical . 
Trigonometry . ---------
. 
,. 
"-) 
7- ... g 
. 
8-9 
Model Drawing, 
Ca.lcuh1s, 5. 
Farm Economy, 5. 
M. W. F. Materia Med1ca, 
I TU. TH. I ----- ,___ 
I 
' 
Agriculture, 
TU: W. TH. F. 
French, 5. 
1 
~ni1toi:ny of Domes-
tic Animals, :M;' w. F. 
I 
I 
I 
JUNIOR CLASS . 
FIRST TER:\f. 
9-10 
--
Bo~auy, TU. w. TH 
HorLicultm·p, M 
--
SECOND TERM. 
10-11 
Eug. Literature, 5. 
• J<"'. Principles of 
MPclrnuism, 5. 
Railroad 8urveY-
ing, 5. • 
11-12 
Physics, M. w. F. 
Chemistry, TU. TH. 
Stercotomy, TU. TH. 
----·---------":.____ ________ _ 
---- ------------------
Chemi8try. TU. TI 
Farm am.l La.rid 
scapP. En~i near-
inr, :\!. w. F. 
I. Political Economy, 
M. W. It. 
Physics, TU. TH. 
Com. Law, TU. TH. 
Coinparative Anato-
my, TU. W. TH. F. 
Theoretical and 
Applied Mechnnics,5. 
Meclm111cal Dra w- Materia Jvfedica, 
TU. TH. 
Domestic Chem-
istry, M. hif, TU. TH. 
--- - - - --- ____________ ...:.._ _____ _ 
s:ipNIOR CLASS. 
S-9 
AgriruTt.ura1 Chem· 
istry, Ttr. TH. 
French, M. w. F. 
FIRST TERM. 
I 
- t-·-
9-10 
Anatm:p.y of I'omestic 
An'm1.1n, Ii. 
Principles of Mechanism 5 
Civil Enginee1 ng, .,, 
Chem:stry and 'l oxicol-
1 l gy, TU. TH. _ 
SECOND TERM. 
-11 
Psychology, 5. 
Med.cal Botany. 
1\1. w. 
'fherapPntics, 
TU. TH. 
11-12 
---- ---..----- ------· 
Geology, 5. 
Histology, 5. 
------------ ....-~-- ---------- -- -------- --------
Ci vi~ Engineering, 5. : Philoaopby of Science, 5. 
Prime Moven:i, 5. · Docks 6lrd Retaining 
Veterinary MedicinP w1111~. 5. 
TU.' TH. ' Veterinary Obstetrics, 
CI . t TU. TH. iem·1s ry. W. Veterinary 811Ditary 
I Pharm. Chemistry, F. Science, M. w. 
~cience of Language, 5. 
Experimental Agricul-
ture, 5. ~ _,yi 
Astronomy, TU. TH. 
Therapeutics, TU. TH. 
Vetierinary Medicine and 
Surgery, u. w. F. 
-----··--- ---
French, 5. 
Comparative and 
General Pathology, o. 
OTHER STUDIES, DfSS?RTATIONS, 
DEGREES, ETC. 
SUB-FRESHMAN STUDENTS. 
Should there be room in the dormitories after the students in the 
regular classes are provided for. a limited number ?f students 
may be received for instruction in stucl~es preparatory to the 
Freshman Class. It js, howev~ the wish of the Faculty a_ud__ 
T~ustees that the number taking the sub-Freshman Course, be as 
sma.11 as possible. 
The studies in which such instruction may be given, are as 
follows: 
FIRST TEHM. 
Algebra, begun--5; English Analysis-5; Drawing--~. 
SECOND TEIUI. 
Algebra-5, nine weeks; Gl"ometry begun-5, nirn.~ WP{-' ks; Physi-
ology and Hygiene--3 or *Descriptive Zoology-2; Drawing-2. 
*To be taken by those who have passed Physiology and Hygiene. 
MIXED OPTlONAL COURSES, AND THE COLLEGIATE 
CERTIFICATE. 
Any person of the requisite age and preparation, not a candidate 
for a degree, who may desire to pursue a line of study in some par-
ticu1ar science or art, will, upon app1ication to the President. be 
allowed the advantages of the College c1asses and aJI ··other facili-
ties afforderl by the institution. 
Students having successfnIJy pursued a line of study in the 
institution. but not such as to en ti tJe them to O'raduation~ will 
upo~ appli~ation t~ the Faculty, be granted the College Certiflcate 
howmg their standings in such studies. 
.. 
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-- - --- - -
DISSERTRfIONS IN THE JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS 
,Junior and Senior students in all the courses a.re i·equired to 
prepare dissertations upon topics embraced in the studies they are 
pursuing, and approved by the professors and l.,acultjes having 
charge of such studies. 'fhe professor shall have entire super-
vision o.f .the dissertation so written, being sole judge of its fitness 
for reading, and shall report its compl tion to the-Prestd=e1""1ti----
'.rwo such dissertations are required during "the.last term of t11e 
J~nior year, and two during the first term of the Senior year . 
.. 
THE GRADUATING THESIS. 
Every candidate for graduation shall present an acceptable thesis 
upon some distinctive subject in the course of study which he has 
taken. 
'fhe topic must be selecte.d and submit~ed for approval before 
the close of the first term of the Senior year, and the completed 
thesis must ue presente1l to the Special Faculty one mouth before 
Comn1encement day. ... 
Every thesis must 110 neatly written upon unruled paper, of a 
size designed by the Faculty; after acceptance and formal read .. 
i~g, it sha.ll become the property of the Co'Aege, and shall be depos-
ited in the Library. 
'fen theses shall lJe designated for public reading on Commence-
men_t qay, each Special Faculty selecting its quota, the basis of 
such selection being [a] the value of the thesis, [bJschoiai~hiP;ln- ~. -
the course of i:itudy pnrsued,and [c] the student's conductduring'h-is 
stay in College; the renth.ining theses shall be read before an open 
session of the Trustees and Faculty of the Colleg·e. 
Each thesis will be in the special charge of the Professor giving 
instruction in the branch of learning upon which it treats, and 
such Professor will be responsible to the Faculty for its supervi-
sion and correction. 
THE BACHEL.OH'S DEGREE. 
Upon the completion of any of the regular courses of study the 
proper Bachelor's Degree is conferred upon the graduate. 
The degree of BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (J~. Sc.) is coaferred tl}~On 
the graduate fn the Course in tht~ Sciences related to the Industries. 
The degree of BACHELOR OF SCIENTIFIO AGRICULTURE (B. s. A.) 
is conferred u1>on t.he graduate in the Course in Agriculture. 
OT-ri-ER---STUDIES, DISSERT ATIO-N-St 
DEGREES, ETC. 
--- --- --- -- --- -- ---
SUB-FRESJIMAN STUDENTS. 
'I -,..... ... 
·Should there. be room in the dormitories after the students in the 
regular classes are provided for, a limited number of students 
may be received for instruction in studies preparatory to the 
W-as-h-man -Class. It is. however. the_ wish _of the Faculty an cl 
Trustees that the number taking the sub-Freshman Course, be as 
small as possible. · 
The studies in which such instruction may be given, are as 
follows: 
FIRST TEH.M. 
Algebra. begun-5; Eng-lish .Ana]ysis-5; Drawing--2. 
SECOND TERll. 
AJgebra-5. nine weeks; Geometry )Jpgun--5, nine WPt>ks; Physi-
ology and Hygiene--3 or *Descriptive Zoology--2; Drawing--2. 
_____ -~To b~ t~J~en b_y tbose wbo have na!lSedl'hyslology nud.Hygjene. 
MIXED OPTION AL COURSES, AND THE COLLEGIATE 
CERTIFICATE. 
Any person of the req~isite age and preparation, not a candidate 
for a degree, who may desire to pursue a line of study in some par-
ticular science or art, will, upon app1ication to the President. be 
allowed-the advantages of the Colle~e classes and all other faci1i-
ties afforded by the institution. 
· Students having successfully Jmrsu~d a 1ine of study in the 
jflstitution. but not such as to entitle them to graduation~ will 
upon application to the Facu1ty~ be granted the College Certifica-fe 
howing their standings in such studies .... 
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DISSERTA'rIONS IN THE JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS 
,Junior and Senior studenta.in.. .. a.11 t--ll.e courses are _requi_fed to 
prepare dissertations upon topics embraced in the studies they are 
_pursuing, and approved. l>y t_he professors and lPaculties having 
charge of su.ch studies. The professor shall have entire super-
vision of the dissertation so written, being sole judge of its fitness 
_ f<?i:___!~~Ellng, .and shall repor_t its compl tio~n ·to the Pl'esident 
r.rwo such dissertations are required during the last teTm of the 
Junior year, and two during the first term of the Senior year. 
THE GRADUATING THESIS. 
Every candidate for graduation shall present an acceptable thesis 
upon some distinctive subject in the co-tHSB ef--s-tatly wh-ieh 11€--h-a-s--
taken. 
'rhe topic must be select~d and submitted for approval before 
the close of the first term of the Senior year, and the completed 
thesis must be presente1l to the 8pecicil Faculty one mouth before 
Commencement <lao. 
Every thesis nlust IJe neatly written upon unruled paper, of a 
size designed by the Faculty; after acceptance and fo:rmal read-
ip.g, it shall become the property of the Co1'ege, and shall be depos-
ited jn the Librarv. 
'ren thJses shali IJe designated for public reacling on Commence-
ment mt_f,--each- 8pe·eia-l Pa-e-ttlty- sel-eet-i-n--g its q_--a-ota, the basis 0-f 
such selection being [a] the value of the thesis, [b] scholarship in 
the course of ~tudy pursued,ancl [c] the student's conductduring his 
stay in College; the reni'aining theses shall he read before an open 
session of the Trustees and Faculty of the Colleg·e. 
Each thesis will be in the special charge of the Professor giving 
instruction in the branch of learning upon which it treats, and 
such Professor will be responsible to the Faculty for its supervi-
sion and correction. 
THE BACHELOR'S DEGREE. 
Upon the compl~~!on of any of the regular courses of study the 
proper Bachelor's 15egree: is conferred upon the graduate. 
r.rhe degree of BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (B. 8c.) is conferred upon 
the graduate in the Course in thH Sciences related to the Industries. 
The degree of BACHELOR OF SCIENTIFIC AGRICULTURE (B. s. A.) 
is conferred u1>on t.he graduate in the Course in Agriculture. 
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The degree of BACHELOR OF ~IECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
Q3.~.E.) is conferred upon the graduate in the Course in Mechan-
ical E"ngineering. • 
The degre~ pf BACHELOR OF CIVIL ENGINEEJUNG0 (B. c. E.) is 
conferred upon the graduate in tlle Course in Civil Engineering. 
The degree of BACHELOR OF VETERINARY MEDICINE (B. v. M.) 
is conferred upon the graduate in the Course in Veterinary Science. 
The graduatiI~ fee is two doll31rs. 
HIGHER DEGREES. 
These <legrees are conferred upon can<lidate,s recommended by 
the Faculty, in conformity with the following rules: 
1. The degree-of Master of S-ciP.nce, (M. Sc.) is open to Bachelors 
of Science who are graduates of the Course in Sciences related to 
the Industries, and previous to 1881, of the Course in Sciences 
rel_ated to Agriculture,.and the Ladies Conrse of this College. 
2. ..rhe degree of Master of Scientific Agrieulture (M. S. A.) is 
open to Bachelors of Scientific Agr,i.cnltun ... 
3. The degree of Mechanical Engineer, (M. E.) is open to 
Bachelors of Mechanical Engineering, anu Bachelors of Science 
'9revious to 1878, who are graduatt>s of the ::1echanical Eng·ineer~ug 
.course of this College. 
4. The degree of Civil Engineer, CC. E.) is open to Baclwlo1s ot' 
Civil Engineering, and Bachelors of Science previous to 1878, who . 
. are graduates of the Civil Engineering course of this College. 
5. The degree of Doctor of Veterinary Medicine, (D. V. M.) is 
open to Bachelors of Veterinary Medicine. 
6. The degree of Master of Philosophy is open to graduates of 
any of the four-year courses of study of this College. 
7. The Faculty will recommend for the degree of Master of 
Science, candidates otherwise qualilieu, who, after taking their 
Bachelot's degree, shall reside at the College f 01~ at least one year 
and pursue, during that time, a course of scientific study en1braci11g 
at least two subjects selected with fhe approval of the Faculty 
from the list of post-graduate stu<lies; and shall pass a thorough 
examination upon that course, showing in one of the subjects 
special attainments, and shall present a satisfactory thesis. 
8. The Faculty will recommend for the degree of Master of 
Scientific A_g.i:icultur"e, candidates _otherwise qualified, who, after 
taking their Bachelor's degree, shall reside at the College for at 
lea.~t one year, and p11rsue, during that time a course of agricul-
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tural:and scientific study embracing at least two.subjects selected 
with the approval of the Special Faculty from the subjoined list of 
post-graduate studies; and shall pass :t'tborough examination upon 
-that course, sho\ving in one of the subjects special attainments, 
and shall present a satisfactory thesis. 
9, The Faculty will rP,commend for the degree,J>f Mechanical' 
Engineer, candidates qtherwise qualified. who, after taking thetr 
Bachelor's degree, shall reside at the College for at least one year, 
and pursue <luring that time a course of studx in :Mechanical 
Engineering, and at least one ad.diti-0nal subject, selected with the 
approval of the :F'aculty, from the subjoined list of post-graduate 
studies; and shalI' pass a thorough examination upon ti.t course: 
showing in one of thP subjects special attainments. and shall also-: 
present a satisfactory thesis. "" 
10. The Faculty wilJ recommend fo:r the degree of Civil Engineer, 
candidates otherwise q.ualifietl, who, after taking their Bachelor's 
uegree, shall reside at the College for at least one year, and 
pursue dnringthat time a conrse of study in Civil Engineering, 
and at least one additional subject, selected with the approval 
of the Ji.,aculty, from the subjoined list of post-graduate 
Htudies; a.nd shall pass a thorough examination upon that course 
showiug in one of tlrn subjects.special attainments, and shall also 
HL'esent a satisfactory thesis. -
.!:" i. 
11. 'fhe Faculty will recommend for the degree of Doctor of 
Veterinary Medicine. canctictates otherwise qualifiecl who after 
taking tht>ir Bachelor's degrer, shall reside at the College for at 
least one ~ar, and pursue dnriug that time a course of study in-
.eluding at lPast two approved subjects in Veterinary Science, 
under the dire<>tion of the special F_aculty of the Veterinary school; 
and shall pass a ~hurou~h examination upon that course. and 
shall also present a satisfactory thesis. 
12. The Faculty will recommend for Uie degree of Master of 
Philosophy, candidates otherwise qualified, who after taking their 
Bachelor's degree, shall res.ide at the College for at least one year: 
and pursue during that time a course of study embracing at least 
two studies selected with the approval of the Faculty, of which 
Science of Language. Psychology, Social Science, or Higher Mathe-
matics shall constitute the principal subject; and shn.11 pass a 
thorough examination upon that course, sh\[_wing in the principal 
subject chosen special attainments, and Sfiall. also present a 
satisfactory thesis. 
• 
• 
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13. '• These degrees may be respectively conferred upon Bachelors 
of Science, Bachelors of Scientific Agriculture, Bachelors of Me-
chanical Engineering, Bachelors of Civil Engineering, and Bachel-
ors of Veterinary. Medfoiiie, -graduates of this College who have 11o_t __ _ 
resided here since graduation, who at a date not earlier than three 
years after graduation shall pass a thorough examination and 
present a thesis1 as in case of residence. 
14. Every resident gracluate must apply in writing for examin-
ation at least six weeks previous to the annual meeting of the 
Board of 'rrustees, stating explicitly the studies in ·which he de-
sires to be examined, an<l, at the time of examination, (which 
may be four weeks previous to the meeting of the Boarcf,) he must 
present to the Faculty, his final th3sis. , 
15. Every .non-resident candidate must notify the Faculty of 
his candidature in writing, at lea.st six months pr(lvious to tlte 
annual meeting of the Board of Trustees, stating expliciti~ his 
present qu.alifications, and the cou1se. of study whi.ch he intends to 
offer; he 1nust, also, six weeks previous to the annual 1neeting of 
the Board, apply 1n writing for examination, stating explicitly the 
studies in which he desires to 1Je examined, and at the time of 
examination. (which may be four weeks previous to the n1eeti11g 
. of the Board,) he must present to the Faculty his final thesis . 
16. The-graduating fee is two dollars. 
- ------ - - -- -----,.,I I t ." 
·MEANS and METHOD.SofINSTRUCTION 
---<~ 
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE. 
This school has been organized as one. of the d~vistons oJ C<?llege 
. work, to meet the wants of such pupils as desire an extended 
com se in the sch:n1ces which underlie Agriculture, with special ref 
ere~ce to their practical application" in.the diversifi~d industrie-
of the farm. Particular attention iS pa1cl to the problem of eco-
nomic production and to the reduction. of farm improvement and 
inanagement to a science which shall eliminate, as far as pTactica-
ble, elements of uncertainty and foster well defined principles of 
assured success. In this special line of instruction it is the pur-
pose to evolve the science in agriculture as distinct from pure skill 
and froh1 the sciences relating to agriculture. This course Includes 
foui· yea.r's of college work, and for breadth and t110roughness of in-
sti·4qtion is i'n every way equal to the othei· courses offered the 
student. The distinctive work of the school is divided into two 
<lepartinents,, Agriculture and Horticulture. 
AG R ICU LT URE. 
n"uring the first term, freshman year, the descriptive zoology of 
our domestic animals is taught two days per week, with lessons 
tipon the management of stock and its c01nparative value for the 
farm. Full illustrcttions of this branch can be found in ·the large 
variety of grade anu thoroughbred stock on the College farm. 
· In the second term. instruction in the DAIUY is given three days 
}ler week, during which the following topics are discussed in a 
practical way: Essential Points of the Dairy Cow; the best 
Breeds and Ctosses; Food and Management; Milk, its con-
stituents ancl, Its Value for Foo.d; Pract.ical Dairying;' The 
Manufacture of Butter aud Cheese. by the Most AppnJv·ed 
Methods. To illustrate and demons.trate· the various problems, 
, there is upon the farm a dairy. of sevcntv cows, coq~posed of pure 
Shorthorns, Holsteins and J erseyo, and grades of the sa~ne breeds. 
The dairy barn is ample for eighty cows, and with facilities.for 
storing..food and making experiments upon a corresponding scale. 
The~Creamery is a substantial structure, with a full supply of iin-. .. 
proved apparatus. 
Tho auxiliaryjstudies pursued during the Freshman. year ar~ 
.A.lgebta, Geometry, ~hetoric, Botany, Zoology, Bookke.e'ping, 
Drawing and Compositi9n .. . ~ . . 
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During the Sophomore year the ·Supporting studies, Botany, 
Chemistry, Zoology, Physics and Mathematics ai~epursued. In the 
second term STOCK-BREEDING is taught, three lessons per week, 
and a cmirse of lectures are given upon the laws of he~·edity ana-
the1r application in the breedi~ of farm stock. 
It is believed-that f-ew institutions possess such comple~e facili-
ties of illustration in this department as can be found in the 
thoroughly systematic divisions of improved stock, horse~ cattle, 
sheep and-s·wine, u-pon th'e-College farm. 
In theJ unior year first term a very important course of lectures will 
be given uponFARMECONOMY,includingdetailed plans and methods 
of farm investmentand improvement, the limit of p:.·ofitable expen-
ditures in buildings, fences and labor, the problem-s of increasing 
the ratio of income to the investment, etc.; and in the second tern1 
"How Plants Feed and Grow," will be taught, with particular 
reference to our peculiar soil and climate. During the year the re-
lating studies, Physics, Vegetable Physiology, Landscape Garden-
ing a.nd Farm E11g1neering will be pursued; also the following ~en­
eral branches, English Literature, Political Economy and Con1-
mercial Law. 
The special studies pursued in the Senior year are Experimental 
Agriculture, Agricultural Chemistry, ·vl>terinary :Science and 
lectures on food; which cover a domain of knowledge of great 
practical value. They enahle the student to understand soils, 
cei:eals, grasses, fertilizers. improved machinery and methods of 
cultivation; the anatomy, physiology and food of the domestic 
animals. These intensely pr~ctical branches a.re balanced by the 
study of Geology, Mine1alogy, Psycholo_gy and the Philosophy of 
Science. 
HORTICULTURE AND FOHESTRY. 
These studies form a part of the re.f!ular course in Agricultu1·e. 
Singly and alone the time allotted to this technical line of study 
and practice could accomplish little more than to n1ake the student 
familiar with some of the leading modes anrJ. methods of empirical 
gardening, considered mainly as a mere art. 8upported~ however 
by ·the full course in the natural sciences, the routine of Horticul-
tural operations rises above the level of unreasoning custom to the 
rank of applied science. ·r.rhe cultivated plant becomes a thing of 
life, varieQ.-in vitality, habit of growth, and fruitfulness by condi .. 
tions of soil and air ·more or less under control, 
The· course begins with the second term of the Freshman year. 
' No text boolt will be used. Instruction will be imparted by seas . .... 
. 
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onable lectures on the eJementary principles of propagation and 
- m·anagem.ent of trees, shrubs and plants in garden and field, with 
object lessons and prac.tice. In connec.tion the lectures of Prof. 
Bessey, on Elementary Botany and Vegetable Physiology win----
provo:important aids. · -
'£he studies of the Sophomora year in Botany, V.egetable .A.nat~ 
· omy, Chemistry. Physics, Entomo1ogy, etc.,'fit the class in pie "ffrst ·-
term of the Junior year for the intelligent consideration of the 
varied topics presented in Barry's Fruit Garden, as modified by 
our peculiar conditions of sotl and air. T-Jie-- fessons-~-of·--the -first 
term will be supported by studies in vegetable anatomy, practice 
in Botanical Laboratory, and Physics. During the second term 
the general principles of Forestry will be taken up. Fuller's trea-
tis~-will be used-as a text book so far as it is applicable to prd.irie 
condit.ions. The concluding lectures on .theoretical Horticulture. 
::mpported by auxiliary studies, will enable the student to compre-
hend important principles pertaining to vital force, germination, 
root and stem growth, leaf for1nation a.nd function, climatic adap-
tation. ~tc.; mtimately associated .in our climate with 
perfect failure or varied d~g1·ees oi succ~ss in all Horticultural 
operations. 
' THE MEANS FOR PRACTICAL ILLUSTRATION • .. 
1. The Extensive Ve~etableGardens. 
2. The Extended and Varied Flower Borders. 
3. 'fhe Orn1tmental Grounds. 
4. '£be ExperimPntal Nurseries. 
5. Th~ Experimental Orchards. 
6. '£he Small-fruit Plantations. 
7. '£he Forestry Plantations. 
s. ,.rhe Propagating]Hooms. i 
1:>. '£he l?ropagating Pits Under Glass. 
11:-
; 
10. '£he Collection or Native and Cultivated Woods. 
11. The Collections of Injurious and Beneficial Insects. 
-J-2. The S~ts of Ab.no1~mal and Diseased Growths. 
13. A Set o'f fa.c-simile Fruit Casts. 
14. The Horticultural Mm2e!1m now accumulating. · 
LABOR.-To Hlustrat~ eaclibrahch and enable the stud!tnt to 
become familiar with methods and processef, and acquire some skill 
he is expected to engage in such labor as will best promo,te a 
knowledge of the particular study in hand, fJ•om one to four hours 
each dav~ according to the work assigned. The usual compensa-
tion will be anowed for the time EJmployed•. 
-- . .l -
THE SCHOOL OF-ENGiNEE.RING . . ... .. 
This school includes the two departments of' MechWticul Engin-
~rhig. and Cjvil En.giiiee;ring, each provided .with _a.-_comp-Jet~ _ 
course of study. The depa~tment of Mechanical Engineering hf-
cludes, b~sides, a special course of instruction in Arcb1tecturt>. 
- - ------- - ·--- - I 
, MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. 
In the Fres·hman yea-u the coarse of study is the s.ame as the •• Course in the Sciences Related to thelndustrilJS, except Practice iu 
the Workshop and the study of Drawing ~~d \Vorkshop Tools and 
Appliances; th£rformer oc.cµpies f11i"ee. foNmoons- or--twoantt-a·iralf 
,hou~·s e~cb, per week, the latte1· one hour two afternoons per week. 
The workshop practice is of a.general. character; it is not pursued 
with a view .to any particular ~rade or calling. Each student is 
required to n1ctke a compl~t~ s.et of elellientary forms, and to exe-
cute a series of problems which will give a general training and at 
~µe same time enable him to produce that excellence of finish and 
correct fitting which is required in modern workmanship. In the 
Sophomore year Plane Trigonometry. Land Surveying, Mathemat-
ics, Physics and Chemistry constitute the leading studies, practice 
in the Chemical Laboratory taking the ·place of that in the worl\-
shop. 
~e studies in the Junior year are in the line of the pro-
fe$sion; Principles of Mechanism, Analytical Mechanics and the 
Resistance of Materials occupies five recitations per week; through 
out the ~ntire year, lectures and experimental wo:rk4 are added a::" 
the class advances in the different subjects. The student deter~ 
mines fr,om experiments the laws and coeffiGient of eljl.sticity and 
the modulus·of strength of different materials. T,he work in the 
Mechanical Laboratory for this year is chose1T,· having in view, its 
usefulness to the Mechanical.Engineer... ~ 
In the Senior year the study 9f pri~e ·~overs a~d t11ermq-dy-
namics occu-gy the gr~mter part of tbe, time, the Steam Eugine by 
oiRankitie is.us~d as a textr.beo~. For the purpose of .maR:ing tests 
in this aubject a fifteen-horse pow.er H.arris Corliss Engine has a 
.Ricliard~s Indicator fitted to it; a four-horse power slide-valve 
.engine.has also the indicator, a f~ietion brake,. an~ calorjmeters 
fitted·.to .it. , .A given amount of fuel is place4 in the hancls of the 
studf3nt~ be making all. the tests and detern1mjJJ~ tlle.efficienc~. of 
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the furnace and engine. During this year at least one original de-
sign of some machine inust be made, with complete working draw- . 
ings in detail, and at least one complete drawing furnished in line 
shading and one in water coiors . 
.A.RCHITECTURE.--Architecture is now a branch of the School of 
M~chanieal Engtnee'ring and is intended to be supplementary to 
the h}strnction givP-n in architects' offices. It ailns to supply a 
thorough kuowlerlge of the history of the art, of building processes 
and inate:rbt.ls, of scientific construction, and of composition and 
design. 'l'he technical studies begin with the first terrn o·f the 
.J nnior year, and ·are comprised under the following heads: 
Elements o.f Arehttectu1·e.=--'f he five ord€rs and their applications; 
m·ches; vaults; roofs; domes; spires; doors and windows; stairs. 
Histo1·y of Architectit1·e.-. The general history of Greece and of 
Gr<3e.k art; Uoman history and art; medireval and modern history 
and art. 
Sr>ientijtc Construction.-Fonndations, brick-work, stone-work; 
theory-o.Uhe arch; strength of pillars and walls . .. 
Specifications and Working D1·awings.--Maso11ry; carpentry-; 
plumbing; iron-work anrt ventilation; details and dimensions; 
estimates . . 
1'heory of Architecture.-Ornaments, etc. 
Drawing and D~signs.--Free:hand drawing; tinting; solution of 
archit~ctura.l problems; ori~i nal designs. 
· Books of Rej'erence.--Fergusson's History of Architecture, Tred-
gold's Carpentry, Jones' Grammar of Ornament, Viollct le Due's 
Discourses on Architecture, Gwilt's Encyclopedia of Architecture. 
In connection with this cdurse of study the same amount of ( 
shop-practice will he required as in the Mechanical Engineering 
course, and wiij include the use of tools and wood-working ~achin­
ery, th~ constru'etion· of problems in stair-building and joinery,. 
and snch other work as lnay arise in the repairing and construc-
tion of buildings' on the grounds. · 
CIVIL ENGINEERING. 
'the basis of thfa course of study is laid by a systematiQ drill in 
Algebra and Geometry during the Freshman year. In the. Sopho-
more year, first term, Plane Trigonometry and Land Surveying 
are taught in the class ro.om, and the latter. is SttRplemellted by 
work in the field where the student becomes acquainted with all the 
manual portions of the business, and acquires proficiency in the 
... 
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use of the chain, compass, transit; and other instruments. Notes 
---are-kept-of-the-data taken as.in actual work ancl from these the. 
~ueas are calculated and the fields plattedJ In the seconcl tt rm 
Descriptive Geometry, Spherical T1·igonometry, ancl Analytieal 
Geometry are begun and the latter finished, having five recita-
tions per week d!lring the whole term. In the former, two recita-
tions or lectures are,given, in addition to which the student pre-
pares twenty plates of drawings. each consisting of some spt cial 
graphic.al probJem which involves one or more of the general prL b-
lems of Descriptive Geometry. By this m~ans ~{echanical Draw-
ing is practiced at the satne time that its underlying science is 
s ~udied~ Spherical Trigonometry occupies one exercise per week 
throughout the whole term. 
In the ,Junior year the course becomes more strictly technical. 
During the first term the ".arious methods of laying ont rail way 
curves, putting in switcb~s and side-t!~cks, and setting slope-
stakes, are taught together with the principles of the consfruct:on 
of water works, sewers, retaining walls, arnl other comuh.ed 
structures. As nearly as pm.sil>le all the prob!ems inve8tigatc>d in 
the class-room are taken into the field and staked out upon t:he 
ground. Data are also taken for problems in earth work, Loth 
excavated and embankmElnt, antl the cubic contents calcu-
lated. In pure mathematics, Calculus is taught during the terni, 
there being five recitations per week. Deseriptive Geometry is 
continued in much the same manner as before, only dealing with 
the higher problems of Stereotomy, Shades, Shadows a.ntl Pe.rsi;ec-
tive, and Isometric Drawing. About twenty plates of drawings are 
preparC'd. 
In the second term Analytical Mechanics and the Strength of 
Materials occupy five recitations per week. During this term, also, 
a practice survey of a portion of a line of rail\\ ay is unJertaktn. 
" 
SCHOOL OF VETERINARY SCIENCE. 
It is the purpose of this school to train students for practiee in 
the veterinary specialty of medicine. The vast proportions of the 
stock interest in the 'Vest, the enormous losses t11at are being sus-
tah1ed from sporadic and contagious fo-rms of disease among 
do1nestic animals. and the low standa:rd of vererinary know ledge 
existing throughout the country, rentlered the establishment of 
such a school an imperative necessity. There is a wide and increas-
ing demand for thoroughly trained veterinary practitioners, and 
no field for the exer~i:rn of skill and ability has been left so entirely. 
unoccupied or off11rs stron.~er inducements.; 
The want of proper facilities for study in this department· of 
medical science has necessarily kept the profession far below the 
position it occupies in European countries. But the extent to 
which some of our important m:tteria.l interests are threatened by 
epizootic diseases, ha.s awakened public sentiment to the impor-
tance of p.rovidin~ fol' that sort of insLruction th at shall be of 
value in the 'prevention and treatment of such diseases. A coui;se 
of study has been adopted tlmt is in no way inferior to those of the 
best.English or American Colleges. The departments of instruc-
tion are wE!ll provided for and the facilities are good. These will 
be especially referred to under the several departments. 
ANATOMY OF DOMESTIC ANIMALS.-ln this course the anatomy 
of the horse will be the special obJect of study.' but important 
structural differences of other domestic animals wUI be carefully 
noted. The lectures on anatomy will be illustrated by means of 
plates, models, skeletons. imd prepared specimAns of all the organs. 
A convenient and well-furnished dissecting-room affords the 
student every facihty for tlns important part of anatomical work. 
All dissections will be personally superintended by the Professor 
in charge, or by the demonstrator; an l each student will be· re-
quired to make a prescribed number .of dissections before· h~ 
can by eligible for final examination. 'rhe course will include 
one lecture each day during the Junior year. 
ZOOLOGY AND COMPARATIVE ANATO::MY.-ln the Junior year 
there are, in the first term, two recitations per week in Zoology, 
dealing exclusively with the Invertebrata. Dtfring this tilne the 
student spends one forenoon each week in the labora~ory in the 
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dissection aqd study of typical forms. In the second term there 
are four recitations or lectures per week upon General Compara-
tive Anatomy. 
H-1sTeLOGY AND. I>nysroLOGY~-'.flhis courRe embraces, lst,-
SYS1'EMATIC HISTOLOGY •. This section de.als with the minute 
at~atomy-o-f-t-he animal tissues, aud is taught systematically by 
lectures throughout the first term of the Senior .y~ir. 2d.-PRAC-
TICAL HISTOLOGY. This includes the practical study of the 
varioqs tissues of the animal body by the aid of the ·inicroscope. 
The various methods of preparing tissues for microscopic exam-. 
ination are taught with the object of familiarizing the eye of the 
student with the minute anatomy of a.11 the tissues of the ~mi­
mal body. This study is prosecuted by the student under the im-
mediate supervision of the Professor. The entire course in His-
tology includes about eighty lectures, with six hours laboratory 
~ work per week. -The facilities in this department are Pxcellent. 
'fhe laboratory is a. larg·e, well-lighte1l room supplied with a forge 
number of histological microscopes of the n10st approved stai1dH, 
furnish-ed with first-class objectivf.s. There are also large standH 
with high powers for tlie more difficult work a.nd for comparison. 
l)HYSIOLOGY is taken up in the f!i:st tern1 of the second year and 
is taught by lectures, recitations and demonstrations. Physiology 
is carried along with Microscopical .. \.natomy to whieh it bears a. 
close relation. This course includes about sixty lectures. Labo- · 
ratory facilities are offered students who desire to engage in orig-
inal work. 
GENERAL COMPARATIVE PATHOLOGY, PATHOLOGICAL ANAT-
OMY, AND HISTOLOGY-embrace: 1st. The study of the Path-
ology of the epizootic and general diseases of caU le, horses, sheep • 
. Pigs, dogs, and otbe1• domestic animals; the natural history and 
peculiarities of parasites with the affections to which they give 
rise, and the means to he adopted in preventing and destroying 
them. 2d. Pathological Anatomy and Histology. This course is 
fnll and complete. Pathological speci!lle11s of . all kinds are 
brought before the class for the purpose of familiarizing the stu-
dent with the appearance of diseased tissues. The relations of 
Pathological Histology to the prhiciples of medicine and surgery 
are carefully treated of. and the advances made in the application 
of the microscope to e~act pathology fully considered. The use · 
of the miCroscope i.n the study of pathological specimens form an 
important part of the laboratory work during the last term of the 
b"enior·· year. The )-eourse ~n Pathotvgy _include$_~Q_pµt_ ~jg~ty_ 
lect.ures .. 
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INSTRUCTION IN BOT ANY-extends thr'ough one ~year~ the stit- ·- -
dept devoting two exercises per week to this study during that time. 
In the fall term of his first year the student acq.naints himself 
with general Botany, and g1veB some attention to the identitica- · 
ti on of plants, and f 01; that purpose he joins the class in Elementary 
Botany in the regular college course. 
In the spring term 'Of his second year the student take"3 up Med 
ilal Botany in which the origin ancl preparation of medicines de-
n ved from the ve6etaule kingdom a~e discussed and dwelt upon, 
and by m.earn; of carefully selected speeimens, the student is made 
thoroughly familiar with their appearance. 
During the couTde each student makes· and preserves a. collec-
tion of dried specimens of plants, aml in this work he is required 
to devote pµrticuliar attention to the natiYe and cultivated plants 
which are of importance to the Veterinarian. . . 
CHE~ISTJ;tY-General Chemi:;try embraces manipulating chem-
ical }~Pilaratus, handling and> making gases, 8tuc1ying the proper-
ties o.f different ch~mical elements· and their compounds. In 
qmilita.ti ve Analysis, the students receive chemicals, minerals 
etc., anµ determine the· elements of which they are composed. The 
course is very, thorough and no stwlPnt can go into the Senior year 
who 1s ~111able to analyze correctly inorganic substances. \Vriting 
chemical reactions an<l solving problems form an interesting part 
of the .cla::;s work. There are three recitations a week during the 
first term, two in the second. and'lauoratory work two afternoons 
a week' during each term. ~ 
In the Senior year students commence to analyze quantita-
ti\rely. pure chemicals, and, as soon as they have acquired sufficient 
skill, take up pllysiological work. This includes the detect10n of 
poisons; analyses of urine from healthy arnl diseased animals; ex-
aminations of food, including water: qualitative and quantita.tive 
cinalyses of the secretions rn. and excrements from the body; to-
gether with such work as the clinical department may require. 
Students will also com1,omHl or make medicines required by the 
school. During the second term 'original worli is required. RecL 
.tations -:occur twice a week during the year, laboratory work three 
afternoons during the fir::>t term aud two in the second. 
THERAPEUTics.-The physiological and therapeutical value of 
medicines used in Veterinary practice, their properties, uses and 
doses, are. carefully ·considered throughout the Senior year, ancl ... 
include about one hundrecl, lectures. 
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TnU""rT1~T'1'tT'"k""'D"V--:!\tki"'A'1'Fl-I~-NE>-8-FRG-ERY .=T-hi.S-Conrse embrace& . _ 
theoretical and practical jnstruction in the treatment of diseases .to 
which all domestic animals al·e subject, ~swell as ·-the tlieory arid 
practice of surgery. 'fhe le-ctures are il-lustratefl from a valuable 
-c--ollection of specimens tllus~rative of the morbid anatomy as 
---tle-v-el-e-ped by a wide...nuige ofcliseases._ 'J'J~13st:µdents have the ben-
efit of assisting in a large practice, and t.hose of the SeiiI01-;-classare -
made f-a-mi-l+ar with the use of instruments and the administration 
()f me-dicines. --SeveraTIYuilareqs--or aninmls;- inclnd-fr1:g-f16rses,-e·at-
tle, swine and shePp, are kept on the College Farm, a large portion 
_of which is breeding stock. Frequent inspection of -~ttie~e_ flocks·· 
and herds affords the student most valua"Qle opportunities for 
observing sanitary conditions, and gaining experience in obstetri-
cal practice. The course includes about one hundred and eighty 
lectnres. A-eollateral course of reading, embracing some of the 
best approved English works on the subjects taught is required. 
CLINICs.-One half d<l.y each weak is devoted to the clinics held 
at the Col}ege hospital. The advanced students are required to 
examine animals for certificates of soundness. diagnose_ diseases, 
and prescribe for the same. Hnnrlreds of animals ar~ presented at 
these txaminations, for which medical or surgical advice- i'i\requir- _ 
etl; the student must exercise Judgment as to the course of treat-
ment to be pursued in these widely differing forrns of disease. 
CONDITIONS OF ADMISSION. 
Candidates for admission must be at least sixteen years of age. 
Before entering the classes they must pass an examination in 
Reading. Orthography,. Geography, English Grammar and Arith-
metic. 
LENGTH OF COURSE. 
The course occupies two years. Sessions begin thefirstofMarch 
and continue to the iniddle of November, with a vacation of two 
wee'irs in July. 
EXAMINATIONS. 
At the .close of each term, examinat10ns are given on the subjects 
t(t1Jght during the term. These examinations are final, with the 
exception of the following subjects: viz., anatomy, materfa, med-
ica, therapeutics, and veterinary medicine and surgery. On the 
last n~med branches the student must pass a final examinat.ion at 
the end of his cou~-se. The method of examination is largely under 
the control of the Profes~or in charge, but in every case i§ such as 
to give ample proof as to the efficiency of the candidate. 
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____ G---..R,-.A_D_u_4,'1:'10N .A.NP _DEG-REEB. 
Candidate.s for graduation mu~t b~ e~~1teen years of age; must 
have cog;.tpleted the entire course of ·study, and attained a standing 
of seventy-ft ye per cent in all the studies pursued. Every candi-
date for grad.nation m-ust present an ~cceptabte thesis upon some 
subject approved by th~ Faculty. The degree of Bachelor of yet-
-- -erinary :Medicine -Js--cunferrf:lrtupqrr tile graduates- of this course. - -
Gr~duates of the Course in the Sciences Related to the Indus-
·t:rjea: u-pon_c_omp leting_sa.tisfactol'ily .all- the studi~s and- we-t-k-in-t-he- -
Veterinary course will be entitled to the degree of Doctor of Veter-
inary Medicine. '> 
A graduation fee of two dollars is required. 
FIRST OR JUNIOR YEAR-
FIRsT TERM 
8-9 9-10 
10-11 - - - -1~-~--- __ j _ - 1-2 
. d Anatomy of Ch 1 
Materia Me - Domestic Ant- Zoology, w. F. e~~t~, M. 
ica, TU. TH. mals, 5, 
SECOND TERM. 
Materia Medica. TU. w. TH. F. Botany TU TH 
--- -- -- ---- ------- ----- - ---- --- j Comp. Anat. · 
TU. TH. Chemistry, , . 
TU. TH. 
SECOND OR SENJ:O:B YEAE-
8-9 I 9-10 
----'------Medicine and 
Surgery, M w F 
Chemistry and 
Toxicology, TU 
TH. -------- -- ----
Vet, Obstet. 
Pharm. Chem- TU. TH. Veterinary istry, F. Sanitary Sci-
, --- ence, M. w. 
FIRST TERM. 
10-11 ' 11-12 ·I 1-2 
Medical Botany, 
M. W. 
Therapeutics. 
TU. TH. 
Histology fi. t . 
-~---'---
SECOND TERM. 
Medicine and Sur-
~ery. M. W. l!'. Pathology, 5. 
}!era~utics, 
TU. TH. 
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--------- -- - -D{}MES-~IC-ECONOMY: 
Some changes have been 1nade in the course in Domestic Econ-
omy for the future. One division of. young ladies from the Fresh-
-_ _h1al]._ qlas_s will, hereafter, practice in tne experime11t}1l "kitchen, 
from ten to twelve every morning, helping to get dinner for the 
studen-t-s. .Each memher_of_the_class will thtJ_S give two hours a 
week to the study of Dome::itfc Economy. In this- way 1t rs·expect-
ed they_ \Yill lefirn to prepare l)htin food in~ an economical, skillful 
- - a - I • 
and appetizing manner. 
The Sophomore class will receive one lecture a week on ~mbjects 
connected with househol<l. management,. the preservation of health, 
care of the sick, etc. 
The .Juniors will, as heretofore, practice two afternoons a week, 
in the experim<intal kitchen, in South Hall, receiving instruction. 
in the more difficult operations of the-eulina!'y art. . 
• 
.....__ 
M~RY SCIEXCE. 
Lectures on Military snhjrcts are delivered throughout the 
course, and regular milita1:y drill takes place every '\Vetlnesday 
afternoon~ ·:as follows: ~ _ . 
First year, first t@rni,'-School of th~ Soldier; se.cond term,-
School of the Company. Second y<~ar, 'first tenn,-School of the 
Battalion; second term.-Field Artillery Drill. Third year, first 
term,-Broad-Sword Exercise and Artillery Drill; second term,-
Small-Sword Exercise. Fourth year, first term,-Cavalfy Drill and 
Small Sword Exercise. 
All male students of the College, except such as rnay be excused 
by proper authority. are required to wear the prescribed uniform, 
attend all military exercises, and become members of the College 
Battalion. The College unifonn is made of good serviceable cloth 
and is furnished at cost, the price not exceeding fourteen dollars. 
4 
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MATHEMATICS.- -- --------.. 
A~GEBRA.-In algebra there are two divisions. The first of these 
i~ c9m_posed of students who show by their entrance examinations 
thoroughness in Arithmetic and a· ready -familiarity with tl1e 
principles of Algr.bra through Equations of the First Degree; the 
other includes ap students obtaining·--a high standing in Arithme-
tic and passing the require~l e£amination ·rn. Algebra·, 15uts1IoWrng 
in this latter study a want of thoroughnesi?. _Par~i~uJ_a_~. ~tte.ntion 
is given in this study to the explanation· of the cardinal princ~ples, 
and the drill in the soluti.on of proulems and equations is cond-uct-
ed with reference to fixing thesP._pnnciples in the minds of the stu 
dents. The first division completes the subject iii fourte~·eeks ~ __ 
the other devotes to its strnly the -entire term. 
GEO~ETRY.-All stutlents securing a_standing of three (four 
bsmg pg.rf.gct) in either o.:f the di visions in Algebra are_pe_nn_it_ted 
to enter the class in Geometry. This class is divided into two di-
visions, corresponding with those in .Algebra. The first division 
gives to the study of Plane, Solid, a.nu 8pherical Geometry the last 
four weeks of the first, and all of the second term of the Freshman 
year. while the other division devotes to the same subject the 
eighteen weeks of the second term. In this class the student is 
early taught ·the full me,ming of a geometrical demonstration. 
-Jie is \Varnecl agairn~t learning the proposition ,bY rote; and in 
order that he rnav not fa.1 l into this error, he is, at the end of the 
first book, assigned original theorems, which he is required to 
demonstrate. HP, is expected not only to thoroughly understand 
each proposition, lmt to be able:to so arrange and pr~sent the 
points of the proof as to form a complete and perfect demon-
stration. 
' 
TRIGONOMETRY.-lnstruction is given in this branch during the 
first nine weeks of the Sophomore year. The class is thoroughly 
drilled in the natui:e and u:se of the trigonometrical functions. 
' 
ANALYTICAL GEOl\IETRY.-This study is pursued by the Sopho-
more class dt\ring the secontl term. The course of instruction em-
braces Detern1inate and Indeterminate Geometry, includ~ng a full 
examination of the Conic SPctions. The underlying principles are 
brought prominently forward and discussed. '£he student is re-
quired to car~fu11y analyze each article~ and solve the problen1s 
connected therewith. To secure thoroughness frequent reviews 
are given. 
I 
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- -- ---~---- - . 
CALOULus.-Instructiooin Calculus is gi'len during the spring 
term of the Junjor year. To enter this class it is necessary that 
the s·tudent should have passed the lower mathematical studies of 
the course. In i10 case can the study be pursued successfully 
· wi.thout previous drill in Analytical Geometry: Buckingham's 
Calculus. is used as a text-book. The abstruse principles -of_ this 
1 method o-E mathematical investigation are explained upon the 
theory of rates; rather than upon the theory of tnfl,nttestrnals-.- In- -
structiOn is given by daily recitations artd lectures, with a review 
each Friday, of the week's work. Twelve weeks are devoted to 
Inlegral, and the remainder of the term to Differenttat Calculus. 
PifYSIC$. 
The study of Physics cq:q:imences with the Sophomore year and 
extends through the Junior year. The following is an outline of 
the course of study pursued: In the Sophomore year, first term, 
lectures are given on Mechanics, the laws of motion, hydrostat-
ics. specific gravity, pneumatics and kindred topics. During the 
~opbomore year, second term. Acoustics, including the physical 
theory of mu~ic, Light, theories·of light, mirrors. lenses. optical 
instruments, double refraption and polarization of light are studied 
In the ,Junior year, first term, Heat, measurement of temperatures, 
measurement of heat constants, radiant heat, calorimetry, the 
steam engine, mechanical equivalent of heat. enei:'gy, kinetic and 
potential energy, work, are the prihcipal topics taught. For the 
Junior year, second term, Magnetism, Electricity. and Meteorology 
are studied. During this term all the topics usually taught under 
these heads are considered and also a brief course of lectures given 
on the conservation of energy, correlation of forces, dissipa.tion 
of energy, theory of mechanics, and other similar subjects. 
'rhe Physical Laboratory is supplied with an excellent. lecture 
room furnished with all.modern appliances, such as gas and water 
which are so necessary in similar buildings. Rooms are also fitted 
up for accommodation of students who desire to do special work 
in experimental physics. , The co~rse of study. is conducted by 
means of lectures and the text book combined, illustrated by num-
erous experiments throughout the course. The cabinet of phil-
osophical apparatus is one of the most complete in the West. Its 
cost was originally nearly six thousand dollars, and yearly appro-
priations continually add to its efficiency and value. During the 
past year a large Dynamo-Electdc Machine for producing power-
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_ful electric cnrrents...ruta_p.Urc]1ased fQr the Department of Phy.sics 
This machine can be used for producing the electric light, or as 
an. __ electric motox for driviIJg}J~Itchln~~y,_ ~-~d .i~ fact for ~ll~~~rat­
ing in a striking manner all the effects and uses of Electricity. An 
eJ_ectric engine was n1ade in the College 1Vorksbops, of sufficient 
power to drive sewing machines and other pieces of light appa-
ratus. This engine was planned and constrncted by a. post-grad-
uate- -student iu Physics_._ The unabridged edition of G~uot's 
Physics is used·as a text book. 
ADVANCED COURSE IN PHYSICS. 
An advanced course is provided for those studenlswbo ___ der.m-e-- --
it. They are expected to have previously passed satisf~ctorily the 
mathematics included in the course in "Mathematics and Physics.:' 
This advanced course occupies the Senior year. A course of lec-
tures is given on the methods of physical investigation. Advance 
problems in Gravitation, Hydrostatics, and Optics are discussed 
during the first term. Advanced work in Magnetism and Electric-
ity occupies the second term in which the student acquaints him-
self with all the 1nodern applications of Electricity which ar7 of 
such enQrmous practical utility. Great pains are taken to give the 
work a practical bearing and the_refore the student is required to 
become fan1iliar with batterieS"" and Electric Machines. Labora-
tory work is required at least two full afternoons each week 
through the year. The Laboratory has an excellent galvanometer 
and set of resistance coils so that good work can be done in the 
way of electrical measurements. 
PosT GRADUATES.-Young li1'en who have completed a course 
of general scientific studv and desire to study specially any of the 
branches of Physics are invited to avail themselves of the facili-
ties offered here. Particularly in Magnetism and Electricity, 
the Physical Cabinet is well supplied with apparatus for assisting 
students who desire to render themselves more proficient in these 
branches. An advanced degree is offered those who pursue success-
fully for one year, the study of Physics in connection with some 
othe1· kindred study. 
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CHEMISTRY. 
rrhe General Chemistry of the first te1 m of the Sophomore year 
errib1~aces manfpulating. chemical apparatus, han<lling and making 
gase$,_ __ ~tudying the properties of differ~nt chemical elements and 
their com.ponnds. In the Qualitative Analysis o·f tbe seoond term • 
.. of tTie &»phomore year the student receives ehemieals,. minerals~ 
etc., to determine the elements ot ")Vhich they are composed. The ·. 
-course is very thorougl1, and no stUdenfca1i go o.ii -to-trie -Junior-·' 
year who is unable to analyze correctly inorganic substances. 
Writing chemical reactitms and solving p1·01JleJD~ fo).'IJ!.ltll import-
ant part of the class \VOrk. 'fhree recitatioM a week ai·e"'-llel~ ·-in -
the first tenn and two in the secoml,-labora.tory work two ufter .. 
noons a w~ek cl uring the year. 
In the Jllllior y~ar the student commences by analyzing quanti-
tatively pure chemicals, an<l as soon as he has acquire<! sufficient 
skill analyzes paints, alloys, minerals, cast iron, water, etc. The 
cosend tenn's work in the laboratory is a continuation of the first, 
and includes also, organic a11alyses Pml.Jracing such substances as 
hay, milk, uric ari<l, sugar, etc. 'l'he cla~s work in the first tPrm 
consists principally in working out lll(-lthods of analyl::ljs suitable 
for co1npounds whose compo::;ition is given. During the sPcond term 
organic chemistry i's i:,tudie:l. Two afternoons a week are required 
for laboratory work during the first term, aflcl three during tbe 
second, but the laboratory is opeIJ during the whole day. and as 
ea.ch student has a separate desk he can spend as muclI extra time 
in the laboratory as his other studies pern1it. 
In the secornl term of the year a course of lectures on Domestic 
Chemistry is df'livered to the yonng women of ~he Junior class. 
In the Senior year, first term, lectures are given on Agricultural 
Chemistry, embracing· sqch topics as chPmistry of sojls and plants, 
manures, forces, etc.: second term, op foo<ls for domestic animals. 
The laboratories cover a space of forty-five hundred square feet, 
and have one hundred desks furnished with water and gas; those 
in the quantitative laJ1orn.tory h~Ie filter pumps on ~a.ell. The 
facilities for instruction in this department are unexcelled in tha 
State and include in addition to the ordinary apparatus for analy-
sis, scales, combustion furnaces. microscope, spectroscope, etc. 
The text-boolrn used i11 the Sophomore year nre CooK~'s Chemical 
Philosophy, Snively's rrables for Systematic QJtalitative Analysis; 
Junior yeat, Fresenius' Quantitative Analysis, Bloxan1's Chemis-
try, Organic and Inorganic. 
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l3IOLOG"Y. 
BoTANY.-All students in the second term of the Freshman vear 
be.gin the study of Elementary Botany. By means of lectures t~ice 
a week,-witlwllustratio11s from frerb_s_p_ecim~_ns, !_~e ~~udent easpy 
- ---nu-ist~rs all the more important facts !'elating to the general or 
gross anatorny -of l~lai1ts. - - . 
During the first term of the Soph0TIJore yrar, the students in 
all th~ departments pursue the study of Sy~tematic Botany. They 
are expectPd to analyze and classify a sufficient number of plants 
so as to familiai·ize themselves with the more important orders, 
~nd the principles of c-lassifte-at-ion. 
'fhe higher course in Bota.ny begins in the second term of the 
Sovhomore year with the practical study of Vegetable Anatomy, 
the student spending ene afternoon each week in the microscopic-
al laboratory, and reciting twice a week from the text book. This 
is continued[with the addition of Vegetable Physiology, for eleven 
weeks in the Junior year. With faithfulness and earnestness on 
...--t1ie part of the student he cannot fail to obtain in this course a 
fair kn<:rw1etlge of the structure and mode of growth and nutrition 
of plantR, as nn<lerstoo<l hy motlern vegetable physiologists. The 
student is also made familiar with the structurP, modes of growth 
and nutrition, and the general classification of the lower orders of 
plants, and the parasitic Fungi are stndiecl and dwelt upon to a 
considerable Pxtent, in accordance with the growing idea of their 
importance in Agriculture, Horticultu1:e, and _other industrial arts. 
Ecouornh~Botany occupies the last seven wee.ks of the Junior 
vear. The origin, history and r&lationship of cultivated plants, 
tog~ther with a discussion of the value and relative importance of 
the timber trees of the worltl are taken up by text books and lec-
tures. The \veeds 9.f the farm and garden, with suggestions as to 
their eradication, are tliscussed at some length, and the rudiments 
of Medical Botany are introduced as occasion demands. 
Collections of botanical specimens are made by the student 
throughout the course in Bot.any, and submitted, from time. to 
time, for examination. · 
The meaus of investigation are: (1) the College Herbarium; (2) 
a collection of l>illetR of varions kinds of woods; (3) a collection of 
grasses· (4) a collection of cones of evergreens; (5) a set of diagrams 
an<l ch~rts; (6) Plevt-n compound microscopes (with Hartnack's; 
Tolles', and Beck's ohjectives); (7) alcoholic and dry material for 
examination in the Labora-tlso---!rave access to 
the collections of mosses, lichens, and fungi belonging to the pro-
fessor. 
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----Zee-woY. This seienee is beg:uR-ifr-the seeend term of the-
;Freshma~ year by the stucly of Descriptive Zoology in which .are 
discussed the external form, outward relation, a~d geographical 
distribution of the various mambers of-the anhnal ki11gdom. In~ 
the first term of the Sophomore year the subject of Invertebrate. · 
--Zoology is taken up, including the principl~s of clas.sifi~~tion ~nd 
the true relations of the different portions of the animal creation. 
'rhe second term _fil this year is devoted to a special considerat!9.n_ 
- -- -~r-VeYtebi·aled animals, more particularly tliose which possess-an 
economic interest. 'rhe last half of the term is occupied with the 
subject of Entomology, special attentidn being paid to those insects. 
which have proved injurious to the farmer and gardener. Their 
life· history, as far as known, is examined ~nd the various remedies 
and checks that have heen found efficacious are suggested. In 
addition to the dass-room work <'f thi~ year, each student is requi·r-
ed to collect, prPpare, and identify a certain number of specimens 
which are then deposited in the.museum. During the last term of the 
yea1:, the student spends one afternoon (or three hours) of '"each 
.. week in the study and identification of specimenH hf theJaboratory. 
During the first term of the Junior year the stu~ent spends one 
afternoon of each week in the laboratory in the dissection and 
study of typical forms of the animal phyla. . • 
In the second term of the Junior year the study of Comparative 
Anatomy is taken up in a course of lectures extending through the 
whole term. The general and special facts of Biology aiid the 
anatomical structure of the various organisms, are discussed with 
·a:s much minuteness of detail as the time will admit, followed by a 
resztme of.the subject. in which the evolution of<>the different svs-
ten1~ of organs is traced from their earliest beginnings to tbeir 
most.differentiated forms. 'rhe whole is supplemented by a short 
course upon Embryology in which the development of the ovum is 
traced and compared with those forms already discussed. 
The Zoological Museum occupies a' large room on the third floor 
of the south wing of the Main Building. It includes mounted spec-
imens of a few mammrtl~, several hundred bi.rds (mounted), repre-
~enting the avian fauna of the State, a large collection of ~r'eptiles, 
in alcohol, a few fishes, !;tnd a small but typical colJection of inver-
tebrates. A set of the "Ward Models," illustratina fhe 'principal 
, larger fossils is. of service in t~is study as well bas in Geology. 
The~·e ~re, bP.sides, the. folJow.1ng collections in process of 1or-
~at10n. An ~ntomolog1cal cabinet, sets of the eggs and nests of. 
birds, the brains of vertebrates, skulls of mammals and skeletons 
of vertebrates. ' 
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During the-seeend--te-r-nr of-t-h e-€ttHege--year,-the-museunrroolti is 
used as a laboratory, in which the students in Zoology make a 
direct study of the specimens, Tables and chairs enough to al!com-
modate twenty."Sf.udents at-once, a.re provideU, -a-nu--·the room is 
open three aft~rnoons a.week for work. · · 
V"isitors are admitted to the museum every aftetnoot from one f;(f 
five o'clock. ~. 
GEOLOGY. 
____ Students of tbe_Senior class pursue this subjeet -during the -first-
term,_ using_ Le. Gunte's Elements of Geology as -a.-taxt book. - The 
class makes fr~q ueht excursions to the quarries near the College, in 
qnest of specim:iens, and each student is required to collect as many 
specimens of m_inerals and rocks as can be readily found in the 
vicinity. The Geological Museum possesses a goocl collection 1of 
the common rocks and minerals to which tlie student has access. 
Among other advantages for pursuing this study the museqm 
contains a set of tbe Ward serie~ pf Geological Casts. 
PHILOSOPHY. 
1IoRAL SCIENCE. (Profes:w1· Wynn.)-The Freshman class en-
gages in the study of Moral Science, re.citing three days a week 
during the fall term.· Peabody's Moral Science is used, and the 
subject is illustrated by abundant concrete examples . 
. POLITICAL ECONOMY. (P1·ofes.rw1· Stanton.)-In this division of 
Social" Science are taught, by text-book, familiar lectures and (lis-
cussions, tile laws of labor-its products and their cost; the princi{!les 
of capital, money, foreign trade, tariff, t~xation, and all the influ-
ences that quicken or retard exchange. The student thus gains a 
th<=>rough acquaintance with the scientific data that underlie and 
regulate industry. He becomes intelligent, moreover, in all ques-
tions of public policy respecting which there is such a wide diver-. . " . sity ·of opmion. 
l?sYCHOLOGY. -<.P11esident Welch.)-In45he study of Psychology 
we aim to avoid all th;_ose questions whiGh the d~scus~~~i1~·'. o~ · 
centuries has failed'to- solve, and whicl(consequently. have ~iio ·bear~ · 
itiO' either on human conduct or a knowledge of human nature. 0 . 
The object sought by the student in this study is to gain a syste-
matic acquaintance with the phenomena of thought, feeling and 
, volition; to get an insight, cl~ar as may be, into the .workings of 
his own mind, its modes of action, its limits, its means and· order 
of growth from sense to reasoning. No real progress in Psycho-
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lo~y can be made except through the revelations- of-ee-B-se-ie-usne-SS-.--
The student must attain the difficult art of rightly scrutinizing his 
own 1nental states and modes of thought. Six essays on topics 
chosen by the P1~ofessor ~r:e written during the term by each mem-
ber of the class. Th~racts of Psy logy. we may.aq~ are ma.de 
the bas-is for the subsequent stu of the Philosophy of Science 
and, together with the princip 'of Biology, are proper!~ prepai·a-
·tory to Sociology. The library is well supplied with l>o~sof re-
ference. --- --- - -
:PmL-OSOPHY OF SCIEN-CE. {P1·esid-ent Wekh.}-Thi-s Sh-bjec-t 
which occupies the Senior class the first half of the fall term is 
presented by lectures on the creation. and class~fica.tion of the 
sciences; methods of investigation, observation, experiment. and 
. hypothesis: inductive and deductive reasoning; necessary and con-
tingent truths; regressive reasoning illustrated by Geometry; limits 
of scientific knowledge, etc. 
SocIOLOGY. (President Welch.)-The remaining portion of the 
Senior year is given to a rapid survey of the fundamental princi-
- . 
ples of Sociology. This survey will comprise the da.ta of the 
science, namely, the feelings, id~as, and wants of man, the primi-
tive condition of the human race-its superstitions. erroneous 
beliefs, and the impulses l>y which savag-e tribes struggled up into, 
civilized nations. A brief account will also be giYen of the origin 
and growth of government, law, science, religion; industry and 
art. 'fhe object sought is simply to lay the foundation for future 
acquisitions. 
LITERATURE AND LANGUAGE. 
RHETORI<J. (Mi,ss Sinclair .)-In this study the design is, with 
the aid of the most competent text-book we can find, to require as 
much original work in grammatical purity, 'principles, choice, and 
use of words, kinds of composition, etc., as the time of the classes 
will permit. No pains are spa.red to illustrate the ma.In excellen-
cies of style in the ·works of the great masters who have written 
in the mother tongue, and in this way to make this study a fitting 
prepar~tion for Englfsl1 Literature which is·to follow. 
HISTORY. (Professo1· Wynn.)-A course in IIistory has been 
planned for the Ladies~ course in the Sophomore first term. The 
aim is here, mstead of runnmg over Uniyersal History in a 
dry· text-book fashion, to take hold of sonie fruitful epoch in the 
ages, and develop it, the student furnishing the result ·of b1s own 
·researches along a line of rAferences indicated in the Iecture·room 
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ENGLISH LITERATURE.'((Professor RWynn.)-The first term of 
the Jhn10r l' ear is occupied w1thJEnghsh Literature proper. As 
there is but one term devoted tolthis, and it is impossible :iii so 
brief a space to become familiar witlr"tne whole histoty of the 
English mind, from the da,ys of the Anglo-Saxon Conquest down 
to the present' time, a similar method is pursued here as in History 
~ome specially productive era being selected, a1id- the student re- -
quired, under the guide of an outline furnished in the lectu:t"e-room 
to sum up investigations of his own in the literary, -eocial, and 
religious influences prevailing.at that time and giving character 
to the g.reat master-pieces whieh were then produced. At th-i-s- -
stage of the studQnt's progress, tbe library becomes his taboratury;-·-
and care wi 11 be taken that the necessary books of--referencc will 
be furnished to his hand. 
THE SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE. (Professor Wynn.)-This is pur-
sued by the Seniors in the second tenn of the year. Here the stu-
dent, keeping in the main close to some competent text-book, seeks_ 
to discover the underlying laws of language, making that subtle 
instrument, which is to be the means of conveying his intellectual 
life and power to his fellows, the object of his study, with the 
view to dete.rn1ining the origin, history, growth, decay, and ethnic 
relations of all the languages on the face of the earth, and settling, 
in so far as that may be done, the relation of language to thought. 
As leading out to psychology in one direction, to ethnology in 
another, and to comparative mythology in another, it is replete 
with interest, and has a fascination that entitles it to a crowning 
place among the literary studies. 
LATrN. (Professor Wynn.)-A one year course. in Latin is pro-
vided in the Freshman year. The design is simply to meet the 
------practical neces8ities of the scientific curricula that prevail 
here. A brief preparatory drill introduces the student to 
Cresar; after reading carefully two books, he enters Virgil's lEneid 
and continues in it to the end of the year. The· Roman pronuncia-
tion is adopted. Allen & Greeuougb's text-books are used, and the 
most advanced methods of imparting instruction are diligently 
sought for and practiced. · 
FRENCH AND GERMAN. (Miss .Sinclair.}-Each of. these Ian-
!. guages is regarded as a means to .an end, and not as an end _in 
itself. Each is therefore pursued as an art rather than a scie~1ce, ·• 
and consequently the natural or empirical method ·of instruction 
has a~more prominent place than the scientific. By combining the 
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two methods in this manner, better practical results are obtained 
--- than would b.e possible in the same time by following either 
method exclusively. In the study of either French or German the 
students are expected, from the beginning, to use tbe language in 
the class-room as far as possible. 
rrhe study of German l.tas been introduced as optional with 
Lu.tin and Rhetoric in the Freshman year. It is D:Ot claimed that 
anything but a rudimental knowledge of the language can be 
acquired in the allotted time, but special effort is made to rend.er 
this knowledge practical and to makejt the basis for future attain-
ment.. An energetic and persevering, student gaihs by one year's 
thorough application, a knowledge of German which.- though lim-
ited, may still be of great practical use. Otto's Conversation 
Grammar is used as a text-book during the ffrst term. 
The course in French occupies the last three terms of the courses 
in, Mechanical~ Civil Engineering and the Ladies' Course. The 
chief object in view is not an exhaustive and critical knowledge of 
the grammar of the language, but as high a degree of its practical 
, mnstery as is attainable in the time. :Much time is therefore given 
to reading, in order to familiarize the student with different styles 
of writing, and to give facility in translating. In both French and 
German the much neglected art of understanding the S{?Oken lan-
guage receives particular attention. For acquiring the necessary 
knowledge of inflect.ions and for reference, Keetel's C9llegiate 
French Course is used. 
INSTHUMENTAL A·ND VOCAL MUSIC. 
Music is not. by law, a regular study in the CoIJege curricula. 
Opportunities are given, however, to such as desire it, to take les-
sons upon the organ or piano, or in vocal training-. The charges 
a.re as follows: 
I"essons upon the piano or organ, per terin of twenty lessons, ten 
dollars. 
For use of piano or organ. two hours daily practice, 50 cts. per 
month. 
For use of piano or organ, one hour daily practice, 25 cts. per 
month. 
Chorus lessons, one lesson. per week, one dollar per term of ten 
weeks. . · 
Harmony lessons, fn classes, five dollars per term of ten weeks 
No pupils taken for less th'itn one half term. 
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THE LIBRARY. 
The L.ibrary now numbei·s about six thousand v9J.qJnes. It _is __ 
made up almost entirely of new books, pn~chased since the opening 
of tlle College; they are bound in half calf, library style, and sub-
st~ntially coverecl with strong brown paper. ~ These have all :t'.Jeen 
selected wiq1 reference to the wants of the departments. the aim 
being to build up a working library which shall furnish the students 
and officers of the College, who are pursuing investigations beyond 
the ordinary te{C.t books, with the best authorities and woi:ks· of r~f­
erence. It is no~the intention of the College to furnish u1 its 
library simply a means of amusement, and while its officers hope 
to see students use the books freely, they expect tfia.t such nse shall 
be in all cases with a definite object in view. As the student's stay 
in college is short, and his time consequently of the.greatest.value, 
he cannot afford to waste it in reading worthless books, nor even in 
desultory reading of good books. It is therefore urged upon stu-
dents that they lay out for themselves courses of rPnding and study 
in the library, under the advice of the Librarian,_ or of s.ome of the. 
Professors. It is urged further that students make frequent use of 
the boo~ of reference recommended by the teachers of the varTous 
college studies. 
The library is open for consultation, or for the drawing of books 
during the day and evening, from 2 P. :VI. to 0 P. l\1. 
DIRECTIONS TO CANDffi*TES-1-tltlJ STUDENTS. 
~--~~~'-<~~~~-
REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTRANCE. 
AGE.- -- ----
1. The age of students seeking admission to the Agricultural 
College must be sixteen years or over. 
ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS AND CERTIFICATES. 
2. Candidates for membership in the Freshman class must give 
evidence of a thorough knowledge of English Grammar, Engl_ish 
Analysis, Arithmetic, and (except to enter the Veterinary Course) 
Algebra through simple equations. ProficiPncy in these studies 
may be proved either by actual examinations held at the opening 
of the term, or by a certificate given on special examinations by 
eith~r thB-principal of a high school or a County Superintendent. 
Teacher's cert! ficates will not be received . 
• 
SUB-FRESHMAN CLASS. 
3. For the purpose of givin~ a better preparation for the Fresh-
man class to the students who come from sections of the State. 
where the schools are defective, a limited number will receive 
instruction in English Analysis, Physiology, and the elements of 
Algebra. and Geometry. But students are not advised to 
come until they are prepared to enter the Freshman, class. Stu-
dents entering this class must, hereafter, show by exammation or 
certificate a thorough knowledge of English Grammar and Arith-
metic. 
HOW TO ENTER THE AGRICULTUHAL COLLEGE. 
' Those who desire to enter the Agricultural College at the open-
ing of the S}Jring term. March, 1881, or for the fall term which com-
mences July 19, 1881, will comply Vvith the following directions: 
1. Write the President, if possible, before the first of Februarv . ' asking for a card of inquiry. It will be mailed to you at once. 
THE CARD OF INQUIRY. 
The card .of inquiry to be sent on application, contains the fol-
lowing questions to be answered and returned by mail. 
Question.'! Respecting Matters Essential to Admission. 
1. Are you sixteen years old, or older? 
2. Are you proficient in the studies required for admission to the Fresh-
man class? 
3. Will you, if admitted, remain one entire term, unless prevented by 
~1ckness or unforseen misfortune? 
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Questinns rwt Essential to Admission. ·• 
---..-----o1,.-J;>o you intend to complet~ one-ef-ool'-Ct)tt""t'S""'e..,..s ~ofF-smt,,.011a'ym•1r------
2~ What is yom· father's occupation? 
a_. Po yo11deslre to pay a-limited portion of your expenses in work? 
2; _ 9}1 rece~vi11g q1e inquiry, write an answer opposite each 
question 1n the list;. then enciose and mail to the· President. If the 
answe~·s ·y-ou-give accord with t11e "Requirements for Entra:flce," a 
card of admission will be sent you. 
3. When yon arrive at the openiug of the term, present this card 
of ad.mi,s.~ion to the Treasurer; select your room; pay- the rent; 
make your deposjt, and, without Joss of time, show your receipt 
therefor to the President at his office. If you have not a certificate 
- ·--of proficiency in the studies require{t;you Will then secure a card 
of examinatiou. 
4. Attend punctually every exarn1nation at the time and place 
indicated on the card. When all the examinations are completed 
and you-r-st-a-ndi-ng-th-erei-n--mm:k-ed-em- the card, return it to the 
Presid~nt. If yon have passed the studies reqmred with a stand-
ing of 3 or over, 4 being perfect, you wi11 then sign the Student's 
B.ecord Book and Contract and secure a card of classification. 
·5. Present the card of classiticat.ion to each of the teachers hav-
ing cl1arg-e of the classes to which yon are assigned, and attend 
thereafter every recitation of the term. 
The contract signed by every student upon entering the College 
\ each year is as follows: 
We, the Faculty of the Iowa Agricultural College, hereby agre~ that we 
will guarantee to tlle students of 1881 all the privileges and instruction set 
forth in the College Catalogue, and that the laws we make shall 
tie simply fol/their advancement and the good govemment of the institu-
tion. A. S. WELCH, President. h 
We, the Students, hereby agree on entering tbe College in 1881, that we 
will respect its laws, and, except in case of illness, unforseen misfortune, or 
the necessity of leaving to teach school, remain the entire term (whether 
first or second) on which we enter. 
STUDENT'S' EXPENE;ES. 
TUITION. 
1. No charge is made for tuition. 
.. 
"·· . BOAUD, 1VASHING, ETC. , 
·: 2: ,· ·F.61· -bo·ard, washing, hen.th1g, lighting' and alenning t11e Col-
lege .quilding~ students pay what the items actmtlly cost the .insti-
tuti.on,, lnjury- to Co11ege property, of whatever sort, will ·be 
cQcl:rged to the author, when known ; otherwise to the sectiort or 
the'entire body of students. 
Studeuts boarding in the Main College building furnish their . 
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own beddi'llg, and ali furniture for thelr rooms, excepting bed-
steads, washstands, tables, and wardrobes. -::tt"l1~-re­
required to supply themselves with uniforms. (See School 'of Mili- · 
tary S.cience.) · 
• CURRENT EXPENS~S. 
3. The.culTent expenses of students boarding in the M~n Col-· 
lege building during the year 1881 will be as follows: 
Hoard, per week, . ................ · .. · · . · · · . · · · ... · .$2.25 
Lighting-and .1;1eatin~ per week., ..• ~ u •••• _ ................ ·-=-.. .--40 
Incidentals, per week, ......................... ·. . . . . .21 
Room Rent, per term, ...................... $ .75 to $1.50 
--· - -- -- - ~washing, average per .. dozen •....... : .............. ·. .5o--
J anitor's Fee, for students not boarding in the building, 
per term, . ........................ · ........... :, ......... · ...... $3.0o 
DEPOSIT. 
4. As security for the payment of his monthly bills. each stu-
dent, at the opening of the term, deposits with the Tr~asurer the 
sum of twenty dollars. This deposit _will be returned on fina.l set-
tlement at the close of the term. ~ 
MONTHLY SETTLEMENT. 
5. All bills for each mouth must, without fail, be settled at the 
Treasurer's office on the second Saturday of the month. following. 
Those who neglect this settlement cannot be 1iermittecl to remain 
in the College. 
THE DINING ROOM. 
6. The dining room will be opene.fi on the evening preceding 
the respective days on which the spring- and fall terms commence. 
No allowance un board-bihs is made for absences of Jess than one 
week's duration. Students and others bringing friends to its 
tables are required to pay for such twenty-five cents· each meal. 
TEXT BOOKS. 
7. Text-books and stationery may be purchased from the Col-
foge Book-store at ten per cent advance on cost. Our stock is 
bought at publisher's prices. . . 
CARE OF MONEY. 
• Students are advised to keep their money and other valuables in 
the College Safe. While doing all in their power to prevent losses 
an~ punish theft the officers will npt be responsible for money or 
articles lost or stolen from the persons or rooms of-students. · 
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MANUAL LABOR .. 
The following. ru·ies regulating manual lauor have been made· by 
the :Board of ·Trustees. It . will be seeµ that no student can pay 
~9r~ ~'1~n _from a third to a half of his expenses-in work+--- - - -- --
. 1. The manual labor required by law of students in the. College, 
is divided into-two kinds: viz., uninstructive lahor, which shall be 
compensated by the payment-- ef wages-; and instructive labor 
which shall be compensated by the instruction given and the skill 
__ ..acq.Uired~ - - -- .. _ _ _ ____ _ 
. 2. Uninstru~tive labor shall comprise all the operations in the 
work-shop, garden,J1pon the farm and elsewhere, in which the 
- work doii-e accrues totlie--ben-efit of the. College and not to the ben-
efit of the student. Instructive labor shall embrace all those oper-
ations in the work-shop, museum, laboratories, experimental 
kitchen, upon the farm and gard~n_, in which the .sole purpose of 
the student is the acquisition of skill and practice. 
S. _Students shall engage in instructive labor in the presence 
and under the·instr.uction of the professor in charge according to 
the statements made in eaP.h of the courses of study. -- -·/ 
4_. The labor furnished by the schools of Agriculture, of Veteri-
nary SciPnce, and of Engineering is given by each exclusively to its 
own special students. 
5. The details supplied by the needs of the Main Building and 
.and other departments will be given by the President on noll}ina-
tion by the heads of departments exclusively to the most faith-
ful and meritorious students of the course in the ·Sciences Re-
lated to the Industries .. 
6. Uninstructive,labor is paid for 'rigidly according to value as 
settled by comparison with regular labor. 
GOVERNMENT. 
rrhe crowded buildings of the Agricultural College and the 
nature of its exercises, complicated as they are by manual labor, 
make order, punctuality, and syst~m~tic effol'.t indispensable. This 
institution can therefore offer no induc~ments to the idler or, self-
°in<lt,tlgent: ~ Those, moreover, who are too jndependent to ·s1iofott' 
to neecltul authority, or too restless to accept wJioJesome resti·aint, 
are ad vised to go where the courses of study are mildei· aud the 
req.uirenlents are consequently less. The education attaii1e~l 11ere 
is the result of energetic effort made possible by a uniform system 
of cond_i.tct and study. 'fhe following regulations.give the:insfitu--.. 
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tion the 'highest efficiency and secure to the student the l~rgest pos-
sible return for time -a:ncr expense: · · ., 
. J,~; .The hours from sevE}n to ~en o'clock on week-day .. even.l~g$, 
---- ,--and·-:f-rom--'HS(hA--. M.- to-12 M., and from- 1-P.M-.!:to--5-P •. -M-.---ot-a:l:l:-week~-. 
days except Satµrday, are employed in ·study, recitation .and labor. 
2. Students must attend punctualfy--air exerc~ses ortlie» ·c~a$ses · 
to-which they belong, except in cases--of -illness- -or-_:-_U~l!-~Yoidable----:-
detentiou. , 
_ _ __ 3.a "\'Vhen .sti1dents have for the above reasons been: .ab.s_en-t-:trom- -
any exercise, they-shatl;-in person. i:ts soon as possi-ble,__pr.esent..t11~ir_ 
reasons for such absence to the president. If absent from any reci-
--tation- the:v-sl:ratl without d-el:ay-ubtain horn the professor \n-·c1rn:rg~--- -
a written-· recommendation for excuse for such absence; whi'}h 
shall be presented to the Pi·esident for approval. No one is per-
mitted-to attend a second recitation after an unexm.t.~ed absence. ""' 
4. Students l>oarding and rooming in any building on the Col-
lege Farm shall be subject to the same regulations as those board-
ing and rooming in the College building. . 
· 5. Students boartling outside the College grounds shall, so far as 
possible, keep study hours in their rooms. In tlw intervals between 
recitations at the College lmilding they shall remain in the chapel, 
keepi!1g such order as ~en.ti_!tl to uninterrupted study. 4.ccess 
to the rooms and ha.Us oft& sections requires special permissio11. 
6. The captains of sections in the dormitories shall report the 
condition of the order in their respective sections to the President· 
at such times as he may designate. 
PROHIBITORY LAWS OF THE COLLEGE. 
~ 1. Students may not leave thP vicinity of the College bnil<ling 
at any time without permission from the President. General per-
mission to be absent on Saturday is granted by the President. 
2. Loud talkmg, whistling, scuffling, gathering in IrnllS Hr.lcl 
staircases, and boisterous and noisy conduct, are at all times for~· 
bidden. . 
3. Durin~ study hours, when not engaged in work or recitation, 
students ma.y. not leave their rooms except for una:void~tul.e 
reasons. , .. l - { ...... 
4. At lQ o'clock P. M., lights shall be extinguish~d, ai1d fr~~ th·f~ .. 
~ime to. the rising bell no student may be out of. his rQoiµ, .exempt 
fo~ ser10us reasons, nor shall he in any way disturb .his iiei~lrbo_1:f/. 
t>.4 S~u~ents shall not deface by marking, cutting, or --otherwfse 
any bu~ldmgs, walls, or fnrniture belonging to the College. .., · 
.. 
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o. Students shall not abstract or remov~ _any articl~,__~ wb13ther 
-clothing~ food, ft1rniture, too\s, fruit, flowers, or any other property 
belonging to the Ool-lege· Damage, destruction, or theft of prop-
erty, wh_en not more than one dollar in value, will b~ punished by 
fine double the amoun~, but wh,~n exceeding that su1n t}J.e case-wnr 
-1ranCieu o-ver to the civil authorities. --
'. 
-_ r-~ Carff p1ayin~fand other -games of chance-,- -cooking;---and--tlm--- -
use of· tobacco and intoxicating beve:r_age~_,_ in_ aJlY __ of t_he~ _r_uoms__of ___ ---
- tl1-e College __ liuildings, and smoking on the colle~e grounds -are 
strictly forbidden. 
LITERARY SOCIETIES. 
No literary, scientific, or other society shall be'Organized without 
the approval of the President and Faculty. The existing societies, 
four in number, meet on Saturday7evening and close their sessions 
at or before 10 :15. Students not attending the meetings of these 
societies sfran observe the.'ordar and quiet required on other eve-
nings of the ,week. 
PUBLIC WORSHIP AND RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION. 
The Faculty require in and about the Colllge buildings such 
quiet and decorum as are fitting to the observance of the Sabbath. 
Officers and students gather daily in the chapel for public worsh1p. 
A Bible class, led by some older student, has its exercises on Sun-
day, at 1 P. M, The students' vrayer meeting is held on Sunday 
evening, and on Sunday afternoon at 2 :30 a discourse is given in 
the chapel by the President, one of the Professors or a clergyman 
invited for the occasion. The object of these sermons is to empha-
size and enforce the precepts of the Christian religion, but, in a 
State ·institution like this, it would be manifestly improper to teach 
or to controvert the tenets of sectarianism. 
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u. Students shall :Q.Ot abstract or remove any a~ticle, _ whether 
clotliing. food, furniture~ tools. frui( flowers, or any other property -
belonging to the College· Damage, destruction, or theft of prop-
erty, when not more than one dollar in value, will be pvnished by 
fine double the amount, but when exceeding.that smn the case wiH--· 
lianued over to the civil authorities~ . _ - ~ 
7. Card playing and other games __ of chance, co.oking,_.and the--- - -
use-·ortobacco-anCi -intoxTcating beverages, in any of the rooms of 
the College buildings, and 'Smoking on the college grounds are 
strictly forbidden. · 
-- - ~ ---- --- -· - - -LI~ERA-R-Y-soeIETIE~s.-------
' No literary, scientific, or otlJ.er society shall be organized without 
the approval of the President and Faculty. rrhe existing societies, 
four in ntimber, meet on Saturday evening and.close their sessions 
at or before 10 :15. Students not attending the meetings of these 
societies shall'observe the order and quiet required on other eve-
nings of the week. 
:PUBLIC WORSHIP AND RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION. 
. The Faculty require in and about the Col~E.ge b\lildings such 
quiet and decorum as are fitting to th~ observance ot the Sabbath. 
Officers and students gather daily in the chapel for public worship. 
A Bible class, led by some older student, has its exercises on Sun-
day, at i P. M, The students' prayer meeting is held on Sunday 
evening, and on Suncl~y afternoon at 2 :30 a discourse is given in 
the chapel by the President, one of the Professors or· a ... clergyman 
invited for the occasion. '£he object of these sermons is to empha-
size and enforce the precepts of the Christian religion, but, in a 
State institution like this, it would be manifestly improper to teach 
or to controvert the tenets of sectarianism. 
